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Amino acid biosynthetic genes in marnmalian cells are responsible for the 

biosynthesis of non-essential arnino acids. Their regulation is poorly understood in spite 

of their physiological and pathological significance. In bacteria and yeast, arnino acid 

synthesis genes are turned on by amino acid starvation and the molecular mechanisms in 

these two systems are well understood. In mamrnalian cells, including Chinese hamster 

ovary (CHO) cells, the asparagine synthetase (AS) enzymatic activity is up-regulated in 

response to amino acid starvation. This indicates a conserved adaptation response. The 

AS gene of CHO cells has been extensively studied at the biochemical level. It provides a 

mode1 system to study the underlying molecular mechanism of the cellular response to 

amino acid starvation. The AS gene is a housekeeping gene; its promoter region is devoid 

of TATA and CAAT consensus sequences, but is GC nch. To hvestigate AS regulation, 

we first analyzed a 1.1 kb 5' genomic fiagrnent of the AS gene in wild-type CHO cells 

under normal growth conditions. The minimal promoter was detemined to Lie within the 



-47 to +199 region. Two upstream GC boxes and a GC box in intron 1 were found to 

correspond to positive cis-elements for AS transcription. Specific DNA-protein 

interactions were detected within the AS minimal promoter region. Transcriptional 

regulation of the AS promoter was studied under amino acid starvation conditions. We 

found that AS prornoter constructs were induced by asparagine depletion and that the 

level of induction was parallel to the level of induced AS enzymatic activity. A novel cis- 

element 5'-GATGAAACTTCCC-3' termed AARE'~' was defined by mutational 

analyses. Chimeric prornoter analysis indicated that a 24 bp A A R E ~ " ~  sequence could 

up-regulate activity of the thymidine kinase (TK) basal promoter upon asparagine 

depletion. A specific nuclear protein bound to the AAR.E~''O containing probe. When AS 

was up-regulated by amino acid depletion, the uncharged tRNAs appeared to play a role - 

downstrearn of the arnino acid starvation signal and lead to AS up-regulation at the 

transcriptional level. The data lead us to propose a mode1 for how mammalian cells 

increase amino acid synthesis upon amino acid starvation. 
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Chapter One 

INTRODUCTION 



Despite many studies focused on the physiological responses to protein or nutrient 

deprivation, the underlying molecular rnechanisms of these responses are poorly understood (1). It 

is known that celis adapt to their environment by changing gene expression patterns. Difkrent 

organisms develop their own strategies in response to the crisis of amino acid depletion. The 

molecular basis for the cellular response to this stress is well understood in bacteria and lower 

eukaryotic systerns (2-5), but poorly understood in mammaiian cells. The genetic models for the 

adaptive response in bacteria and yeast are reviewed in this section. Our current understanding of 

the adaptive responses in rnamrnalian systems at multiple levels is reviewed as weli. 

In rnarrunals, amino acids can be classified into two categories: essential and non-essentiai. 

Essential amino acids are those for which there is an absolute requirement fiom the diet. Non- 

essential amino acids can be synthesized in vivo fiom their precursors or other essential arnino 

acids. Since arnino acids have no other forms of storage in the animal body, the lack of protein in 

the diet has an immdiate effect on the metabohm Aithough the main role of aniino acids is 

protein synthesis, they also participate in the biosynthesis of other biologically important 

molecules, including neurotransrnitters, hormones, puMe, and carbohydrates (6-8). Sorne amino 

acids are involved in energy generation through shared pathways with carbohydrates and fatty 

acids. Therefore multiple levels of regulation exist in rnannnals. 

The synthesis of non-essentiai arnino acids in most mamrnaIian tissues makes them 

dispensable fiom the diet. Although the genorne scale gene expression for metaboüc regulation, 

including amino acid metabolism, has been done in yeast systematically by microarrays, this kind 

of study has not been appiied to ma- (9). Most genes involved in nonessential amino acid 

synthesis have not yet been cloned in rnammais and their regulation by amino acid starvation has 

not been studied systematically at the molecular leveL Whether in mammals there is a conserved 



mechanism sllnüar to the yeast general control mchanism is not known at this point. We are 

particularly interested in the regulation of genes involved in the biosynthesis of non-essential 

amino acids during amino acid depletion. Biochernical studies indicated that the enzymatic activity 

of asparagine synthetase (AS) is increased in human and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) ceils by 

amino acid depletion and by accumulation of uncharged tRNAs (10, 1 1, 12,13). With the cloning 

of the CHO AS gene, we can investigate AS regulation by amino acid starvation at the molecular 

level. This will eventualiy lead to the understanding of the molecular events involved in AS up- 

regulation and provide a framework for further investigation of other amino acid biosynthetic 

genes. 

1.1 Regulation of Amino Acid Syntbesis in Bacteria 

In bacteria, depletion of a single amino acid fiom the medium leads to the increased 

expression of genes coding for the enzymes in the corresponding amino acid biosynthetic 

pathway. The regulation occurs at the transcriptional level through two different but not mutuaDy 

exclusive rnechanisms: operator control and attenuation (3,14,15). 

1.1.1 Operator contrd 

In Escherichia coli (E.  coli), genes involved in the sarne metabolic pathway are usually 

organised into operons. The coordinated regulation of gene expression is achieved through the 

operator that usually overlaps with the prornoter. The overlap appears to be a prerequisite for 

functional efficiency and results in a stenc exclusion of RNA polymerase binding by the repressor. 

Two classes of operons exist in bacteria according to the property of the repressor. The inducible 

operons are activated when the substrate that is to be cataboüzed enters the ce1  For example, the 



Lac operon is activated upon P-galactose induction (14). The repressor binds to the operator in 

the absence of galactose and is released upon galactose binding (16,17). The anabolic operons 

function in a reverse manner (18). They are turned off (repressed) when their end product 

accumulates in excess of the needs of the cell. The anabolic promoters are activated in the absence 

of their end products. Repressors exert their function by binding to the operators in the presence 

of the end product and transcription of the operons is blocked as a consequence. On the other 

hand, the absence of end product releases the repressor binding and transcription of the operon is 

resumed (1 9). 

One of the well-studied repressible systems is the tryptophan, or trp, operon in E.coli 

(2,15,19). The trp operon contains the five genes that code for the enzymes that synthesize 

tryptophan starting with chorismic acid. The hp operon is inactive in the presence of tryptophan. 

Because the trp repressor, the product of the trpR gene, is inactive (referred to as the non-DNA 

binding state) by itseif, it can not recognise the operator sequence of the trp operon. The 

repressor oniy becornes active when it binds tryptophan. Thus, tryptophan is referred to as the 

corepressor. The corepressor-repressor cornplex then recognises the operator, binds to it, and 

prevents RNA polymerase binding to the promoter. Genes in the trp operon are not transcribed 

upon repressor binding. After the intracellular tryptophan is used up, trp repressor then detaches 

fiom the trp operator. The transcription process is no longer blocked and can proceed n o d y .  

Transcription of the crp operon leads to increased trp synthesis, which increases the intraceliular 

level of tryptophan resuitiag in an excess of tryptophan, which then negatively regulates the trp 

operon transcription. This negative feedback ensures that tryptophan is king synthesised when it 

is needed. The regulation of the trp operon by trp operator is shown in Figure 1.1. 



Trp Operon Regulation by Trp 
Transcription start site a 

Promoter 

+trp 9 
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Figure 1.1: Regulation of the tryptophan (Trp) operon by tryptophan. In the presence of Trp, the repressor is active 
upon binding to Trp and binds to the operator region, which overlaps the promoter. The transcription of the operon 
is blocked. When trp is not present, the repressor dissociates from the operator and the transcription of the trp operon 
is resumed- 0 Trp a Trp repressor 
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Another wen-studied bacterial example is the arginine (arg) operator (20) of E. coli that 

consists of a tandem pair of 18 bp imperfect palindromes (ARG boxes) separated by 3 bp. 'Ibis 

configuration is found in all of the arginine biosynthetic genes, except for the autoregulated 

arginine repressor gene (argR), where the two boxes are separated by 2 bp only. The combination 

of binding of a unique regulatory molecule to a set of simüar but slightly di&rent operators 

allows a large flexibility of the amp titude of the regulatory response to the intraceilular arg level. 

A cornmon feature for operator control is that each operon responds specincaily to individual 

arnino acid starvation. 

1. 1.2 Attenuation mechanism 

In addition to the operator control rnechanism, another rnechanism tenned attenuation is 

found in bacteria (3,21,22). Attenuation is quite unique and only operates in prokaryotes, because 

it depends on the sirnultaneous translation and transcription of newly synthesised RNA. 

Attenuation is a cornmon mechanism for regulation of most operons involved in the synthesis of 

an amino acid. The feature of this control is that the translation of a leader peptide affects 

transcription of the operon by affecting the formation of a termination stemloop structure 

(attenuator) (23). 

In the trp operon, there is an attenuator region between the operator and the first 

structural gene. The mRNA transcribed fkom the attenuator region, termed the leader transcript, 

has two interesthg features as indicated in Figure 1.2. Fust, four subregions of the mRNA are 

defïned by the fact that they have DNA sequences that are cornplementary to each other. Three 

different stem-loop structures can form within this attenuator region. Depending on 

circunistances, regions 1-2, regions 3-4, and regions 2-3 can form stemloops. The particular 



combination of stemloop structures determhes whether transcription continues. When the stem- 

loop structure is fonned by region 2 and region 3, the formation of the other two stem-loops is 

excluded. The formation of a stem-loop between region 3 and region 4 prevents transcription 

fiom continuing. Therefore, this structure is termd attenuator or temirutor. The second fact is 

that the leader transcript encodes a peptide of 14 arnino acids fiom bases 27 to 68. The leader 

peptide has two adjacent tryptophan codons and these tryptophan codons (UGG) are critical in 

attenuation regulation. Assuming that the operator site is available to RNA polymrase, 

transcription of the attenuator region will begin. As soon as the 5' end of the mRNA for the leader 

peptide gene has been transcribed, a ribosonie attaches and begins the process of translation. 

Depending on the levels of aniino acids in the ce& thne different outcornes of this translation take 

place. If the concentration of tryptophan in the celis is so high that abundant tryptophanyl- 

~ R N A ~ W  are formed, translation proceeds d o m  the leader peptide gene sequence. The moving 

ribosome overlaps regions 1 and 2 of the transcript and ailows regions 3 and 4 to form a stem 

loop structure. The terminator then prevents transcription fkom continuing. tf there is a low level 

of t ~ y p t o p h a n ~ l - t ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  the ribosome must wait at the first tryptophan codon untii it acquires a 

t r p t R . N ~ ~ ?  The stalled ribosome will permit regions 2 and 3 to f o m  a single loop (pre-ernptor), 

which precludes the formation of the terminator stem-loop. In this configuration, transcription is 

continued. As the result of translation of the structural gene transcript, the level of tryptophan is 

restored. When general starvation applies, a different outcorne is observed. The ribosome stalls at 

the 5' end of the leader peptide instead of slowing at the tryptophan codon. In this situation, the 

ribosome would not interfere with the stemloop formation for regions 1-2 and regions 3-4. 

Transcription is tenninated due to the tenriinator stem-loo p formation. Therefore, the attenuation 

mechanism 



Attenuation of the Trp Operon 
Anthranilate Indole-glycerol Tryptophan synthetase 
sy ntheîase syntheîase Bchain A chah 

Genes: trpE trpD trpC trpB trpA t t' 

Promoter Operator Attenuator 

Met Lys Ala Ile Phe Val Leu Lys Gly T ~ D  

Alternative structures Regions 3 and 4 form Region 2 is complementary to 1 and 3 
the terminator hairpin Region 3 is  complernentary to 2 and 4 

-.rrp 
Regions 2 and 3 form stem-loop; 
terminator region Is single-stranded 

Figure 1. 2: Attenuation of the Trp operon. The leader sequence has four regions that can form stem-loop structures, region 1 and region 2, 
region 2 and region 3, and region 3 and region 4. The stem-loop of region 3 and 4 is a termination loop. In the presence of Trp, 
translation of the leader peptide leads to formation of the termination loop. In the absence of Trp, the translation is blocked at the two trp codons. 
Region 2 and region 3 can form a stem-loop structure that excludes the tem~ination loop formation. transcription continues for the Trp operon. 
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not only monitors the level of corresponding amino acid but also the availabdity of other arnino 

acids. Trp will not be synthesized when other amino acids are in short supply. Therefore. 

attenuation allows the cell to regulate the specific arnino acid synthesis on the basis of the amount 

of other amui0 acids. Through this mechanism, the bacterial celi can carefidly bring up the levels 

of the various amino acids in the most efficient way. 

Some amino acid operons are controlled by both mechanisrns, such as the nptophan 

operon. Some are controlied by attenuation only, such as the histidine operon (23). The redundant 

control (operator control and attenuation) of tryptophan synthesis ailows the cell to masure both 

tryptophan and tryptophanyl-~RNA~~ Ievels. Attenuation only monitors the level of uncharged 

tRNAs, but with a wide spectrurn 

1. 1.3 Other molecules involved in the development of stress resistance in E.coli 

In E. coli, stringent control is a protective rnechanism to ensure celi survival in response to 

nutrient starvation and many other stress conditions (24-27). Although this type of response is not 

specifk to amino acid starvation, genes involved in this control are induced by amino acid 

depletion. These stationary genes are inversely correlated with growth (28,29). Two molecules 

described below are critical for stringent control and induced by amino acid starvation. 

PPGPP 

The production of guanosine tetraphosphate (ppGpp) in amino acid-starved E. coli cells is 

a critical step leading to the stringent response (30,31). There is N, vitro evidence that RelA 

directs the binding of uncharged tRNA to the A site rather than the P site of the ribosonie. The 

ReiA stimulates production of ppGpp fkom ATP and GTP in response to binding of uncharged 



tRNA and the hydrolysis of ATP by RelA subsequentiy promotes release of the tRNA. It has &O 

k e n  found that accumulation of ppGpp occurs under amho acid starvation conditions in RelA 

mutants (32). The ppGpp can bind to rnany cellular enzymes, which exert broad effects on 

different aspects of cellular hinction (33). It is a global regulator of RNA synthesis, inhibithg 

transcription initiation fiom stable RNA promoters (tRNA, rRNA) as weli as synthesis of mRNA 

(33-37). However, there are some exceptions, such as Lambda iate mRNA (38). In addition to 

affecting transcription. ppGpp inhibits translation through the decreased binding of aminoacyl- 

tRNA*EF-TueGTP ternary complexes to the CAP site and the formation of peptide. but increases 

proofreading activity (39-42). The repiication of m s t  but not ai i  repücons is inhibited as weli 

(43). The induction of sigma S by ppGpp contributes to stringent control, which is essential for 

ceil survival under nutrient depleted conditions (44). Other enzymes inhibited by ppGpp include 

aspartate transcarbamylase and adenyisuccinate synthetase (45.46). 

L ~ P  

Leucine-responsive regulatory protein (Lrp) is another bacterial molecule induced by 

depletion of amino acids (47). Lrp dows cells to adapt to changes in their nutritional environment 

by activating sorne E. coli operons functioning in anabolism and repressing others involved in 

catabolisrn For example, Lrp represses aidB, which is homologous to hurnan isovaleryl-coenzyme 

A dehydrogenase. an enzymc involved in the breakdown of the amino acid leucine. Lrp also 

increases sigma S in exponential growth in rrrinimal medium (48). 

1.2 The Adaptive Respoose in Protozoa 

In Dicryostelium discoidem cells. staMng cells initiate a developrnental program 



including ce11 aggregation upon nutritional deprivation (49). The main signal is amho acid 

starvation. The celis aggregate then undergo a series of morphogenetic changes to form a 

rnigrating pseudoplasmodium that eventuaiiy develops to a fniiting body consisting of a mass of 

spores and a supporting cellular staik. The spores are highly resistant to various physiochemical 

stresses. It was found that Ca'+ is involved in the starvation signal transduction pathway. 

1.3 Amino Acid Synthesis Control in Yeast 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae is a single ceIl eukaryo te and the rnetabo lic pathways, including 

amino acid metabohm, are weii understood at the molecular level. It has developed a central 

control rnechanism in response to the crisis of amino acid starvation (4, 50). In addition to amino 

acid synthesis genes, this control mechanism also regulates purine biosynthesis as weU The gene 

for the glutaminase subunit of carbamo yl-phosphate synthetase (CPA I ) has a translational 

regulatory mechanism in response to arginine in addition to the central control rnechanism (5). 

1.3.1 General control mechanism 

In response to amino acid starvation, genes involved in arnino acid biosynthesis are up- 

regulated at the transcriptional level. It has k e n  found that more than 30 different genes in nine 

dEerent biosynt hetic pathways are regulated through this rnechanism by starvation of the ceU for 

a single amino acid. 

A working mode1 for the general control rnechanism in yeast is indicated in Figure 1.3. 

Arnino acid starvation causes a drop of the intracellular amino acid pools, which leads to deaease 

of tRNA charging. The uncharged tRNAs activate general amino acid control 2 gene (GCNZ), 



which is associated with ribosomes. The GCNZ protein contains an N-terminal segmnt that is 

homologous to a threonine/se~e (thr/ser) b a s e  domain and a C-temiinal region that is 

homologous to sequences in histidyl-~FWA~'' synthetase (HisRS) from Saccharomyces cerevisiae, 

human, and E. coli. It is proposed that yeast GCN2 lacks specificity for ~ R N A ~ "  and thereby 

recognizes other uncharged tRNAs (51). GCNZ is activated upon uncharged tRNA binding to the 

HisRS-related dornain (52). GCNl and GCN20 could be needed to bind the uncharged tRNA to 

the ribosomal A site or deliver it to the HisRS-related dornain in GCN2 for this kinase activation 

(53). The autophosphorylation of GCN2 further enhances its activity (54). GCN2 functions as a 

multimer and phosphorylates the a subunit of eIF-2 at serine 51 (52,55). When eIF-2a is 

phosphoryiated, it binds more tightly to the guanine exchange factor eIF-2B and inhibits eIF-2B 

recyciing. The function of eIF-2B is to exchange GDP-bound eIF-2a for GTP-bound eIF-2% a 

necessary step for translation initiation. Therefore, translation is inhibited at the initiation step. 

These changes result in translational up-regulation of GCN4, a transcription factor of aii yeast 

amino acid biosynthetic genes. A leader sequence of the GCN4 mRNA contains four short 

upstream open reading fiames (uORFs), which precede the actual GCN4 coding sequence (see 

Figure 1.3). In the presence of suffiCient amino acid, the ribosome translates uORF1, translation is 

terrninated, and the initiation factors reassemble on the 40s subunit as it continues to scan mRNA, 

and reinitiation occurs at uORF4. However, after translation of uORF4, the ribosome dissociates 

fiom the mRNA and does not reassemble in tirne to translate the downstrearn GCN4 coding 

sequence. Under conditions of amho acid depnvation, rnany of the 40s subunits do not 

reassernble at uORF4, but instead reinitiate at the proper site to produce the GCN4 protein (56). 

Thus, more time is needed for the formation of the reinitiation cornplex, when the activity of the 

translation factor is reduced. Therefore, GCN4 is produced only under amho acid starved 



conditions. The action of the GCN2 kinase is locally resaicted to GCN4 and general translation is 

less inhibited. GCN2 would be stimulated by uncharged tRNAs only when it is bound to 

translating ribosomes and regulates GCN4 more specifically than the general translation (57-59). 

The molecular rnechanism by which GCN4 activates transcription is weli understood. The 

GCN4 is a leucine zipper transcription factor with an acidic and a hydrophobie activation dornain. 

The two activation domains are redundant. GCN4 stimulates transcription by interacting with a 

cis-eiemnt, 5'-ATGAUGTCAT-3', within the 5' promoter region of the correspondhg genes. 

The association of the GCNS CO-activator cornplex with GCN4 links chrornatin remodeliing to 

transcriptional activation. The acetylation of histone proteins by the GCNS complex rnight be 

responsible for the increased transcription of amho acid biosynthetic genes (60). 

In addition to the presence of the GCN4 binding site in aii amino acid biosynthesis genes 

in yeast, it has been found in the promoter of a purine biosynthetic gene, ADE4, which encodes 

the enzyme glutamine phosphoribosylpyrophosphate arnidotransferase (APRTase) (61). Two 

other genes, MET4 and ADEI, might be regulated by GCN4 as weil (62,63). GCN4 seerns to 

have a broad spectnim in regulation of gene expression. 

1.3.2 CPAl regulation by arginine 

In addition to the central control rnechanism, CPA 1 has a unique translational mechanism 

to regulate its expression specincaiiy to the level of arginine (Figure 1.4) (64). The 5' region of 

CPAl mRNA contains a 25 codon uORE Unlike the leader peptide in the attenuation control of 

E. coli, CPAl uORF is not arginine (arg) rich. In the absence of arg. the 40s rîbosomal subunits 

bind at the 5' end of CPAl mRNA and migrate dong ihis mRNA until they reach the ALMj of the 

uORF (65,66). Since the Kozak optiaal translation start site is ACCATGG and the sequence 
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by eIF-2B, leading to the high level of eIF-2aaGTP and the ternary complex formation. The temary complexes then reassemble 40Sribosome, 
which scan downstream following termination at uORFl and reinitiate at uORF4. After translation of uORF4, no reinitiation occurs at GCN4. 
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inhibits eIF-2B. The elF-2aeGTP level is reduced and translation initiates at uORFlat a lower rate. After translation of uORF1, many ribosomes 
scan downstream and skip uORF2,3, or 4. These ribosomes acquire ternary complexes while xaning the uORF4 and GCN4 interval and initiate 
translation at GCN4. As the result of GCN4 translation, amino acid synthesis genes with GCN4 binding sites in their promoter are activated. 



context for AUG of the uORF is TATATGT, leaking scan would occur and lead to the initiation 

of the downstrearn CPAl ORE Only a srnall proportion of the ribosomes start translating at the 

upstrearn AUG and the peptide is synthesized. The ribosomes dissociate fiom the mRNA and the 

peptide is released. In the presence of arg, newly synthesized peptide, stiiî bound to the ribosome, 

is recognlled by the theoretical product of gene cpaR, which is activated by arg binding. The 

complex formed at the end of the uORF prevents the ribosome fiom scanning. Therefore, the 

downstrearn ORF cannot be translated. Evidence to support the concept that the peptide is 

important is that the coding capacity of this uORF rather than the bp composition is essential for 

the control. 

In addition to the two well-studied rnechanisrns rnentioned above, it has been found that 

GCN2 kinase is dispensable during the initial phase of the cellular resFonse to amino acid 

limitation (67). This observation indicates that other rnechanisms are involved; however they are 

not clear at this point. 

1.4 Amino acid synthesis control in human and other mammalian systems 

The responses in mamrnals to deprivation of protein or amino acids include systemic 

hormonal and neuronal changes in addition to changes at the individual cellular level. Several 

factors a&ct the responses, such as the deficient arnino acid (essential or non-essenthi, specific 

amino acid in the biosynthesis of hormones or neurotransrnitters), the tissue types, the tirne 

course, the depletion or insufnciency, and the combination with the depletion of carbohydrates 

and fatty acids (1). Depletion of a non-essential amino acid resdts in its biosynthesis, which 

compensates the deficiency. Deficiency of essential amino acid has a more profound e&ct than 

non-essential amino acid deficiency and is similar to depletion of all amino acids. Leucine 
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depletion has k e n  used to arrest the ceii cycle at G1 phase (68). However, prolonged starvation 

for an essential amino acid or ali amino acids is Iethal. On the other hand, non-essential amino 

acids could be synthesised in vivo to maintain amho acid homeostasis. 

The asparagine synthetase (AS) gene is responsible for asparagine biosynthesis in 

mamrnaüan ceiis. According to the previous biochernical studies, most rnarnmalian cells express a 

basal level of AS activity in the presence of asparagine (69). A low protein diet increases 

asparagine synthetase activity in rat liver (70). The activity of the AS gene in Chinese hamster 

ovary (CHO) ceiis increases 2-3 fold in response to removal of asparagine frorn the culture 

medium (12). The response is not restricted to asparagine depletion, a wide spectrum of amino 

acid depletion induces AS activity as well and different uncharged tRNAs also increase AS 

activity (13). Based on the biochemical data, the AS gene provides an excellent system to study 

regulation of amino acid biosynthetic genes by amino acid starvation. Understanding AS 

regulation at the molecuhr level may lead to the dissection of an amino acid starvation signal 

transduction pathway leading to adaptive response in rnarnmals. 

1.4.1 Physiological responses to nutrient starvation including amino acid depletion 

The physiological responses and cellular responses to protein or amino acid deprivation 

have ken  studied under different conditions in dinerent species and cell types. It has k e n  

reported that fasting rats increase sympathetic activity in white adipose tissue (71). Food 

deprivation causes decrease of several hormones, such as 5-hydroxytryptophan (5-HT) (72), 

thyroid hormone (8), growth hormone (73), and preprogrowth hormone-releasing k t o r  (74). 

Glucocorticoid is increased through increased adrenocorticotropin by a protein deficient diet (75). 

Single amino acid deficiency results in decreases of specinc hormones or neurotransmitters, such 



as 5-HT by tryptophan depletion (6,76), dopamine by valine depletion (6),  and thyroid hormone 

by cysteine deficiency (7). 

At the cellular level, amho acid or protein depletion inhibits protein synthesis, Uicreases 

RNA degradation and increases protein breakdown (77-81). Lysine has k e n  found to decrease 

intracellular Ca" level through reducing emux and accumulation in human fibroblasts, intestine, 

and kidney (82). Arginine starvation causes orotic acid uria due to the accumulation of an 

intermediate metabolite in the orotic acid synthesis pathway (83). Rotein deprivation causes an 

increase of histidine in the plasma and brain, of fibronectin in the plasma, and of the cyclic 

adenosine monophosphate (CAMP) level in the liver (84, 85); but a reduction of the CAMP- 

dependent protein kinase (PKA) activity (85). 

1.4.3 Amino acid transport 

A well-studied cellular response to amino acid starvation is the amino acid transport 

system. During starvation, inward and outward amino acid plasma-tissue membrane transport 

rates in both liver and gut are up regulated after prolonged starvation (86-88). In the liver, the net 

uptake of gluconeogenic precursors is also increased, indicative of increased gluconeogenesis. 

S e ~ e  can stimulate amino acid transport after starvation, but alanine plus serine does not have 

the sarne effect (89). The activity of system A, a Na+ -dependent transporter for neutral amino 

acid transport, is increased in nearly aii mammaiian ceUs (90, 91). There are two phases in this 

response: k t .  there is an imrnediate increase of system A transport activity of up to two-fold; 

second. the enhanced transport occurs 1-2 h afier amino acid removal, continues for 12-18 h, and 

may be 10-fold or more. The first phase is thought to be the release ftom tram-inhibition of the 

transporter by intracellular amino acids and the second phase to result from increased expression 



of system A-associated genes. For example. the activity of system A was found to be increased in 

bovine rend epithelial ce11 line NBL- 1 and a membrane pro tein about 1 13 to 140 kd was increased 

(9 l,92). In contrast to system A, complete arnino acid deprivation of rnammaW cells produces 

Little or no effect on systern L (leucine transporter) transport activity, although incubation in 

medium containhg a reduced level of an individual system L substrate causes the transport 

activity to increase. In addition to system A high f i t y  glutamate transport system XAG in NBL- 

1 cell line is induced by total amino acid depletion or glutamine depletion. The protein level of the 

glutamine transporter is not increased. It has been suggested that proteins rnodulating the 

transporter activity rnight be responsible for this observation. Na4-dependent glutamine transport 

is also activated in cultured rat myotubes after glutamine deprivation (90). Arginine depletion has 

been shown to stimulate polyamine uptake in epithelial cells (93). 

1.4.3 Genes regulated by amino acids 

Genes regulated by arnino acid starvation can be divided into three groups: induced, 

repressed and unchanged (1.94-96). The first two groups are of interest, because their expression 

might be involved in the adaptive rnechanisms during this crisis. 

It has been shown that starvation of one essential arnino acid causes a specific increase in 

mRNA abundance of certain genes. These are c-myc, c-jun, omithine decarboxylase, insulin 

growth factor binding protein-l and -2, putative G-protein coupled receptor. growth arrest and 

DNA darnage-inducible gene 153 (GADD 153 or CHOP), and ribosornal proteins L17 and S25 

(97- 106). The stress proteins, glucose response protein 75 (Grp 75). Grp 78, Grp 94, calreticulin, 

heat shock protein 70, and a p73 inner mitochondrial membrane protein are induced as weil 

(46,107-109). Both transcription and rnRNA stability conmiute to the increased mRNA levels. 



For L17 and S25, the induced mRNAs remain in the nuclei (106). The Grp genes are increased 

not at the mRNA level but at the protein level(ll0). 

A protein deficient diet decreases DNA synthesis genes in the regenerating rat Liver (1 11). 

Essential airrino acid starvation reduces rnRNA of albuniin, insulin growth factor-1 (IGF-1), IGF-II 

E doniain peptide, FAS, insulin growth factor binding protein -3 and -4, transthyretin, carbamoyl 

phosphate synthetase-1, myofibril protein genes, and the a (1) coilagen (100.102,112-120). The 

hepatic glutaminase is reduced by dietary restriction (1 2 1). The molecular mchanisrns include 

decrease of transcription and reduction of rnRNA stability. Increased clearance and degradation 

contribute to the reduction of IGF-1 (1 17). 

It has k e n  observed that the subunits of certain proteins are not coordinately regulated 

during starvation. For exarnple. the mouse glutathione S-transferase subunits, Yb1 and Yf, are 

increased and Yc subunit is decreased ( 122) The E l a  subunit of branched-chah alpha-ketoacid 

dehydrogenase is induced by low protein diet, while the ElP subunit is induced by high protein 

diet instead (123). The biological role of this type of regulation is still not known. 

In the case of methionine depletion, there are several special effects including onset of 

oncogene hypornethylation (c-Ha-ras, c-ki-ras, and c-fos) (124), decrease of 06-methylguanine- 

DNA-mthyltansferase at both the mRNA and protein level (1 Z), and translational activation of 

the non-AUG-initiated c-myc protein (126,127). 

It has been suggested that amino acid starvation induced genes might be involved in a 

cellular defense rnechanism against this form of stress. Those genes suppressed by amho acid 

starvation are likely to participate in growth promotion. proliferation, and catabolic pathways. 

Since transcription and translation inhibitors (actinomycin D and cycloheximide) block the amino 

acid depletion induced cellular responses, new mRNA and protein synthesis are requind for the 



observed ceiiular responses to amino acid depletion (85). Since the molecular events in 

niammalian ceils kading to gene expression changes in arnino acid starvation conditions are not 

clear, a rough mode1 is proposed as show in Figure 1.5. The amino acid starvation causes 

increased expression of a reg ulatory pro tein at either the transcriptional level or the translationai 

level, which in tum activates genes through transcriptional or translational mechanism. The 

repressed genes can be explained by the secondary effect of the induced genes or the starvation 

signal transduction rnechanism has branched pathways. 

1.4.4 The AS gene 

In marnmaiian systems. there is ody one copy of the AS gene. The AS gene has k e n  

cloned in mouse (128), Chinese hamster and human (10,11,129). Human AS is located on 

chromosome 7 and CHO AS is located on chromosome one (130, 131). 

In t e m  of gene structure, The CHO AS gene contains 12 exons and spans a 19 kb 

genornic region (Figure 1.6). The k s t  exon is a non-coding exon, translation of AS gene starts at 

the second exon. There are 23 bp preceding the AUG codon of AS in exon 2. Like many genes 

which are expressed ubiquitously in rnamrrialian ceus, the AS gene does not contain CAAT or 

TATA-ike sequences in the 5' region and transcription starts at multiple sites. Two sites have 

k e n  detected by primer extension ushg total ceUuiar mRNA hom NbR52, a CHO ceii line with 

AS gene arnplifîcation (131). The upstrearn start site is a minor one and its position is refemd as 

+l. The major initiation site is located 48 bp downstream The ratio of the long transcript to the 

short one is roughly one to twenty (13 1). 

Sequence cornparison between CHO and human shows that the AS gene is very well 

conserved. At the amino acid level there is 98% identity between them The intron-exon 
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organization is alrnost identical, except that h u m  AS has two untranslated exons in the 5' region 

instead of one in hamster. The 5' genomic region contains sûetches of DNA sequence homology 

preceding the transcriptional start site(s). Two regions have previously k e n  reported, homology 

region 1 (HR1: position -242 to -134) shows 75% sequence identity and homology region 2 

(HR2: position -27 to +94), preceding and including part of the first exon, exhibited 65% identity 

(132). Further DNA sequence cornparison of the region extending to position +256 reveals 

another area of sequence similarity (HR3) in the first inûon from +173 to +246, which showed 

6 1 % sequence identity (Figure 1.7). Within a 1.1 kb 5' region (-877 to +256) of the CHO AS 

gene, the highly GC rich regions are present both upstream and downstream of the transcription 

start sites. The GC content is approxirnately 70%. Revious study indicates that the methylation of 

CpG islands in the CHO AS gene is negatively correlated to its expression (133). In wild type 

CHO cells, the 5' region is partially rnethylated. 

In t e m  of transcription initiation, a basal transcription rnachinery and regulatory 

transcription factors are required (134-137). There are two types of core promoter elernent, 

TATA and initiator (Inr) elements. The Inr elernent is loosely defmed as a CA dinucleotide 

surrounded by pyrimidines (138-142). The common features of IN are that these elements are 

pynmidllre rich and transcription starts within this sequence. The CHO AS gene does not have 

TATA or CAAT boxes. Instead, a GC rich region is present in the 5' genornic region. The 

sequences surrounding the two transcription start sites are pyrimidine rich. We consider them as 

the minor Inr and the major [nr respectively. Unlüce TATA-containhg promoters, the molecular 

niechanisms for transcription initiation at Inr elernents are not well understood (143). DBerent 

factors are found to bind various Ims. Inr bhdmg factors identified so far include YinYang 1 

(YY l), transcription factor m) (TFIID), upstream stirrnilation factor (USF), TFII-1, core 
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Figure 1.6: Genomic organization of the CHO and human AS genes. The CHO AS spans 19 kb and human AS has a 35 kb genomic region. 
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promoter binding protein (CPBF), and RNA polymerase II (Pol Il) (137,144452). For example, 

the initiation occurs in adenovinis p5 initiator by YY 1, TFIIB and pol II in a TATA independent 

manner (153,154). It has been reported that these factors involved in TATA-less transcription 

initiation are not Inr specific and function as transcription repressors or activators depending on 

the promo ter context (150,155,156). There are several features for Inr mediated initiation, such as 

the low reinitiation rate, the multiple initiation sites, and the 5' GC rich region (157). The GC box 

binding factors are found to activate both Inr-containing promoters and TATA-containhg 

promoters (158,159), but activate Inr containing promoters more efficiently than TATA 

containing promoters (1 60). ETF specificaily activates transcription from promo ters without a 

TATA box (161). 

Several potential cis-elernents are identified by sequence analysis of the CHO AS gene as 

shown in Figure 1.7. These are several GC boxes, one GT box (162), two activation protein 1 

(API) binding sites. one MluI cell cycle box (MCB) (173), two Max-Rox (M-R) boxes, and two 

GC binding factor (GCF) binding sites. These elements are arranged in a cornplicated marner. The 

rninor tnr Îs also a GT box (164) and the major Inr is dso the site for MCB and M-R boxes. Two 

GCF sites overlap GC boxes respectively in an inverted orientation, one in fiont of the minor Inr 

and another located in intron 1. The potential transcription factors are predicted depending on the 

presence of theu potential binding sites. APl sites bind c-junmc-fos heterodimrs with high affhity 

and c-junw-jun homodimers with low affinity (165.166). Multiple nuclear proteins have been 

found to bind GC boxes, including the stimulatory protein (Sp) family mmbers (Spl, Sp2, Sp3, 

and Sp4) (162, 166- l73), late SV40 factor (LSF) (174), basic transcription element binding factor 

(BTEB) (175), BTEBZ (176), gut-enriched kruppel-iike factor (GKLF) (177). The GC boxes can 

have either positive or negative effects on transcription depending on the location of the site and 



the binding factors. In regard to the site, it inhibits transcription by overlapping another positive 

elenrent (178,179) or king methyiated. The multiple GC boxes usually have synergistic e&cts 

through direct Sp 1-Sp 1 interaction or binding to LSF or BTEB (180, 18 1). Since both positive 

and negative binding factors are able to recognize GC boxes, the overd e e c t  of the element can 

be a&cted by several factors, such as concentration, relative binding affinity, expression patterns, 

nuclear localization, modification, and inhibitor binding. Sp3 and BTEB can act at a single GC 

box as an activator or as a repressor, depending on the promoter context and ceil lines used 

(171,182). GKLF exerts a negative effect by inhibiting Spl activation and inaeasing Sp3 

suppression (177). The GCF is a negative factor for transcription in human ceils (1 83-186), but 

whether it is expressed in CHO tek is unknown. In addition to binding OC boxes, Sp family 

proteins bind GT boxes as weil(162,164). The notion that one cis-elernent binds dinerent factors 

and one factor binds dif6erent elemnts adds to the complexity and flexibility of transcriptional 

control. 

Although most ceii cycle regulated genes have a TATA box, Inr promoters c m  be cell 

cycle regulated as weil (187). It has been reported that Max-Rox suppresses transcription in 

rnarnmajian celis and MCB up-regulates transcription in yeast in a cell cycle dependent manner 

(188, 189). They have limited homology to the E2F binding site, which is the mammalian cell 

cycle e1ernent. 

To add to the cornplexity, the activity of transcription factors can be regulated by post- 

translational modifications, including phosp horylation and glycos ylation. For example, AP 1 

activity is increased (1 go), whik Sp 1 and LSF are decreased by phosphorylation (1 8 1,19 1). 

In tenns of translational control the upstream open reading fiam in the 5' untranslated 

region (5' UTR) of rnRNAs usually inhibits downstream translation (192,193). The high CG 



The Features of AS Promoter Region 

'l'ranscfi ~tion S W t  sites 

CHO uORF ATGATGAAACTTCCCGCACGCGTTACAGTAGCCCGGCTGCTCTAA 
Met Met Lys Leu Pro Ala Arg Val Thr Val Ala Arg Leu Leu 

Human uORF ATGATGAAACTTCCCGCACGCGTTACAGGAGCCAGGTCGGTATAA 
Met Met Lys Leu Pro Ala Arg Val Thr gly Ala Arg ser val 

Figure 1.6: The schematic representation of the structure in the 5' region of the CHO AS gene. The 1.1 kb region contains a 877 bp upstream 
untranscribed region and has two transcription start sites, the upstream minor site (+ 1) and a downstream major site (+48). Three homologous 
regions (HRs) are defined by cornparison to the human AS gene. Several potential cis-elements are present wiihin a 0.5 kb region sumunding 
the major transcription start site. The regions for a small upstream open reading frame (uORF) and a stem-loop structure within the long transcript 
are indicated. The encoding potential of the uORF is indicated below, together with the corresponding human sequence. The red and small 

h) 
letters indicate the difference in sequence and codons. 4 



content in the 5' UTR could have a negative effect on translation by formation of stable secondary 

structures (194, 195). The AS gene in CHO celis has a short upstrearn open reading fiame 

(uORF) within the 5' UTR of the long transcript. This small uORF is predicted to encode a 14 

amino acid peptide (Figure 1.7). This peptide is asparagine free. The major transcript does not 

contain this uORF due to the transcription initiation in the middle of the DNA sequence of this 

uORE The sequence of this uORF of the AS gene is conserved in human AS gene and is part of 

the HR2. At the amino acid level, there are only t h e  amino acids diflerent between the predicted 

CHO and human peptide. The conserved nature of th& region in the AS gene suggests that it may 

be functionally important either for transcriptional or translational regulation of this gene. 

1.5 Rationale and Proposed Studies 

The CHO AS gene serves as a good mode1 to snidy Inr mediated transcription initiation. 

In addition to the potential cis-elements described above. new elernents might be present. I chose 

to study AS regulation by arnino acid starvation. beginning with AS transcriptional control under 

normal growth conditions. In yeast, any amino acid depletion causes transcriptional activation of 

all amho acid biosynthetic genes. It has been suspected that a siniilar adaptive mcchanism as in 

yeast rnight exist in mammalian cells. Several lines of evidence suggest this possibility. First, the 

mammalian AS gene is regulated not only by depletion of asparagine, but also by starvation for 

other amino acids (196). Second, uncharged tRNAs induce AS activity in the presence of the 

corresponding amino acids. The uncharged tRNAs act downstream of amino acid starvation 

signais in yeast to activate an eIF-2a kinase, GCN2. Third, the eIF-2a is phosphorylated during 

starvation in rnarnmalian ce& and the residue is serine 51, which is the same residue 

phosphorylated by GCN2 kinase in yeast (52, 197). Using a molecular genetic approach, the 



molecular rnechanisms of AS induction by amho acid starvation can be determined and the 

components in this pathway can be identified. 

In this thesis 1 describe the followhg studies: 

1. Promoter analysis of the AS gene under normal growth conditions using AS promoter 

constnicts and CAT assays (Chapter One). 

2. Investigation of the underlying molecular mechanisrns of AS regulation by asparagine 

depletion and identification of a novel CHO amino acid response element, the 

AARE'~' (Chapter Two). 

3. Determination of the effect of uncharged tRNAs on regulation of AS induction using 

temperature sensitive CHO cell lines, ASNS and tsHl (Chapter Three). 

4. Studies of DNA-protein interactions in the CHO AS promoter region by band shift 

assay and in vitro DNase 1 footprinting (Chapter Four). 

1 have characterized the promoter activity of a 1. lkb genomic sequence (-877 to +256) in 

the S'region of the AS gene. 1 demonstrated that a short sequence (-47 to +199) derived fiom the 

l.lkb fragment had the same promoter activity as that of the 1.1 kb fiagmnt. Therefore, the 

short fragment was considered to be the minimal AS promoter. Within the rriinimal promoter, 

several positive cis-elements (GC/GT boxes and the major initiator) were identified by mutational 

andysis. The molecular mechanism of the AS gene up-regdation in amino acid starvation 

conditions was investigated by carrying out CAT assays of AS prornoter constructs in the 

presence and absence of asparagine. 1 found that the niinmial prornoter was able to mdiate CAT 

induction by asparagine depletion. The level of CAT induction was comparable to the level of 



increased AS enzymatic activity in arnino acid starvation conditions. A 13 bp sequence, +32 

GATGAAACTKCC +45, was responsible for the AS promoter induction and was t e m d  the 

CHO amino acid response element (AARE'~?. A 24 bp A A R E ~ O  sequence was able to up- 

regulate the thymidine kinase promoter in the absence of asparagine. Furthemore, I showed that 

CAT activity of AS promoter constnicts was increased in the ASNS and tsHl ceii lines 

(temperature sensitive CHO cell lines with mutations in asparaginyl-RNA synthetase and leucyl- 

tRNA synthetase respectively) at the non-permissive temperature. The DNA-protein interactions 

within the minimal promoter region were studied by band shifi assays and DNase 1 footprinting. A 

specitic complex was detected with A A R E ~ O  probes, indicating that it could be the transcription 

factor activating AS transcription in amino acid starvation conditions. These studies provided 

candidate genes for further dissection of the molecular events in cellular response to arnino acid 

depletion. 



Chapter Two 

STRUCTURE AND FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE ROMOTER 

REGION OF THE ASPARAGINE SYNTHETASE GENE 



Abstract 

Asparagine synthetase (AS) is a housekeeping gene responsible for asparagine 

biosynthesis in rnarnmalian cells and is expressed at a basal level even in the presence of 

asparagine. Despite the understanding of transcription initiation in TATA box containing 

genes, the understanding of initiator containing genes is limited. The 5' region of the AS 

gene in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) ceUs lacks TATA- and CAAT-boxes, but is CG- 

rich. In this study, we characterized the promoter region of the AS gene in wild type CHO 

celis. We identified the minimum promoter, which covered 4 7  bp to +61 bp relative to 

the upstream transcription start site (+1). Within the minimum promoter region, we 

identified several positive cis-elemnts by deletion and mutational analyses. Two initiation 

sites were confirmed by RT-PCR. Two upstream GC/GT boxes (one preceding the rninor 

initiator and one overlapping the rninor initiator) and one GC/GT box in intron 1 served as 

positive elernents for basal level of AS expression. The sequence of the major initiator 

itself was essential for AS gene transcription. A novel positive promoter elenient was 

found between the minor and the major initiators. This sequence aiso served as the 5' end 

of a small uORF within the long transcript. The role of this small  uORF in AS regulation 

has also ken  assessed. 



2.1 Introduction 

The asparagine synthetase (AS) gene is expressed in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) 

celis at a basal level in the presence of asparagine (10). Although there are some variations 

in the expression level, most mammalian tissues have AS activity (198,199). The AS gene, 

there fore, is considered to be a ho usekeeping gene. Its activity makes asparagine a non- 

essential amino acid. The consistent expression of this class of genes indicates that they 

are functionaily important. Since the regulation of this class of genes is not weil 

understood, the CHO AS system provides us with a good mode1 system to study 

housekeeping gene regulation. Firstly, it is necessary to study AS ngulation under normal 

growth conditions pnor to studying its regulation under arnino acid starvation conditions. 

To study the molecular mechanisrn for asparagine synthetase gene expression 

under normal growth conditions, we initially focused on its transcriptional regulation. In 

this report we describe the detailed analysis of an 1 133 bp AS genornic region, which 

covers -877 bp to +256 bp relative to the upstream transcription start site (+1). This does 

not exclude the possibility that other regdatory elernents may be present in the region 

outside this inmediate promoter region, since enhancers and silencers may function over a 

very long distance and in an orientation-independent rnanner. Since h u m  and hamster 

AS cDNAs and genornic sequences have been cloned, sequence cornparisons can yield 

useful information on aspects of gene regulation (10,11,129). The AS gene is very well 

conserved between h u m  and hamster. As reviewed in Chapter One, the 5' genodc 

region of the CHO AS gene contains stretches of DNA sequence hornology preceding the 

transcriptional start site(s). Homology region 1 (HRI, position -242 to -134) shows 75% 

sequence identity and homology region 2 (HR2, position -27 to +94), preceding and 



including part of the fïrst exon, exhibits 65% identity. Within the first intron, a third 

homologous region (HR3). €rom + 173 to +246. exhibits 6 1% sequence identity. 

Like rnany other housekeeping genes, AS does not contain CAAT or TATA-like 

sequences in the 5' region (10,200). Instead it has a highly G+C rich sequence both 

upstream and downstream of the transcription start sites. The G+C content constitutes 

approxirnately 70% of the nucleotides. CpG islands are targets of DNA mthyiation and 

DNA methylation suppresses transcription of AS as show in an inverse correlation 

between AS methylation and AS gene expression (133). The 5' region of the AS gene in 

wild type CHO ceils is partially methylated. Like most TATA lacking promoters, 

transcription of AS starts at multiple sites. Two sites have been detected by primer 

extension using total cellular rnRNA 6om the AIbR52 CHO ce11 line with arnplified AS 

(10). The upstrearn start site is the h o r  one (+1) and the major one is located 48 bp 

downstream. The ratio of the long to the short aanscripts is roughly one to twenty. 

Northern blot analysis detects only one transcript and is probably due to the srnd 

difference (48 bp) between these two species of rnRNA. The initiation of TATA-less 

promoters is not weil understood. The sequence responsible for preinitiation complex 

assembly and initiation site selection is termed initiator (inr), which overlaps the 

transcription start site. The Inr elernent is usuaily pyrunidine rich. A loose consensus 

sequence of the initiator has been defined as YAYTCYYY, WAN(T/A)W or CA 

dinucleotide surrounded by pyrimidines depending on the promoters analyzed (138- 142). 

The DNA sequences surrounding the niinor and major transcription start sites are -5 

CCACACCC +3 and +38 CITïCCCGCACGC +50 respectively. Since both sequences fit 

the Inr criteria, they are termed minor Inr and major Inr of the CHO AS gene. 



Interestingly. the longer transcript has a short upseeam open reading f i am (uORF) within 

its 5' untranslated region (5'-UTR) preceding the AS structure gene, which is predicted to 

encode a 14 amino acid peptide described in Chapter One (Figure 1.1). The first two 

codons of this sxdl uORF are AUGAUG and both of them are in a relatively good Kozak 

consensus sequence (ACCATGG) for translation initiation (201). In general. Kozak 

consensus requires a purine in position +4 and in position -3; the nucleotide A in start 

codon AUG is considered as +1 (202). Since the major transcription start site is located in 

the rniddle of this DNA sequence encoding the uORF of the upstrearn transcript, the 

downstream transcript does not contain this uORE Therefore, 1 decided to first determine 

the transcription initiation site usage in wild type CHO cells using RT-PCR. 

In addition to the 5' untranscribed region, this 1.1 kb region contains exon 1 (+1 to 

+156 for the long transcnpt or 4 8  to +156 for the shortfrnajor transcnpt) and part of the 

fist intron (+157 to +256). Within this 1.1 kb sequence of my initial studies, there are 

sorne interesting cis-elements identified by sequence similarity (indicated in Figure 1.7). 

These elements include five GC/GT boxes. two GC factor binding sites. two activation 

protein 1 (API) binding sites, two IN sites, one MluI cell cycle box (MCB) and two Max- 

Rox (M-R) boxes. Sp famiiy proteins bind GT boxes with sirnilar afnnity as GC boxes 

(162, 203). GC boxes cm function as intron enhancers and act synergisticaiiy (204). Their 

arrangemnt and possible binding factors were reviewed in the previous chapter. 

To determine the promoter strength and the sequence requirements of the CHO 

AS gene, we carried out in vivo reporter gene expression assays. The sequences of CHO 

AS genomic DNA were cloned into a reporter vector PSVoCAT. which has a promoter- 

less bacterial chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CAT) gene. The original genomic clones 



PS (-877 to +199) and EK (-231 to +256) were used to generate the original two CAT 

constructs covering the 1.1 kb region (Figure 2.1). Other deletion const-cts were 

produced by either restriction enzyme digestion or by Bal31 sequential deletion. The 

constructs were transfected along with an intemal control plasniid, PMSV LucZ, into wild 

type CHO ceiis. CAT assays were carried out within 48 to 72 hours after transfection. The 

promoter strength was determined by CAT assay. Once the minimum promoter region of 

the CHO AS gene was identified. mutations were introduced into the potential cis- 

elernents withh this region and the effect of mutations on promoter activity was assessed. 

It has been reported that the MCB and M-R boxes are involved in ce11 cycle 

regulation (163, 189, 205). The presence of the MCB and two Max-Rox boxes in the 5' 

region of the AS gene suggested a possible ceil cycle regulation of this gene. The cell 

cycle expression of CAT activity was tested using an AS promoter consmict with ail of 

these elements. 

In this chapter, I describe the characterization of the AS promoter region and 

identification of the minimum promoter region. The function of several GC/GT elemnts 

and two Inr elements was detennined by deletion or mutationai analyses. Despite the 

presence of three potential cell cycle regulatory elernents within the AS promoter region, 

the AS gene of wild type CHO ceh  was not found to be ceil cycle regulated. The 

functional significance of the small uORF within the longer transcript was addressed and 1 

fo und that the D NA sequence CO ntaining 5'-ATG ATG-3'. the first two consecutive start 

codons of the srnall putative uORF, had a positive effect on AS transcription. 



2.2 Materials and Methods 

2.2.1 Materials 

Restriction enzymes and other modiljmg enzymes were purchased fiom GIBCO 

BRL, Pharmacia Biotech or New England Biolabs. Lipofect A C E ~ ~  reagent was 

14 purchased from GlBCO BRL. CAT assays were carried out using C Dupont 

Chloramphenicol. D-threo-[Dichlororacetyl- 1 .2 - '4~] -  CAT assay grade. Acetyl-CoA and 

other chemicals were ordered from Sigma. Rimers were ordered from either Hospital for 

Sick Children (HSC) Biotechnology Service Center (Toronto) or ACGT Company 

(Toronto). Taq enzyme was from Perkin Elmer. The dNTPs were purchased fkom 

Pharrnacia Biotech. DNA Sequencing kits for PCR based cycle sequencing and 

conventional dideoxy sequencing were ordered fiom Arnersham Life Science. The 

radioisotopes including [ 3 3 ~ ] - d ~ ~ ~  and [ 3 5 ~ ] - d ~ T P  were either fiom Amersham or 

Dupont. 

2.2.2 Deletion constructs 

The longest consmict, PS CAT. was generated from a subclone of CHO AS 

genomic DNA (PS) containhg a 1.1 kb PstI-SmaI fkagment. The genomk clone was h s t  

digested by Pst1 and Sm1 restriction enzymes and followed by T4 DNA polymerase 

treatmnt to remove the 3' single-stranded ends. This DNA fkagment with blunt ends was 

then subjected to HindIII M e r  ligation and digestion. The 1. lkb fiagrnent was isolated by 

agarose gel electrophoresis and cloned into PSVoCAT Hindm site to produce PS CAT. 

PSVoCAT is a promoter-less expression vector derived fkom PSVzCAT with the SV40 

promoter deleted and an insertion of a polycloning region in fiont of the CAT reporter 



gene. Our PSVoCAT with HindIII cloning site was a gift fkom Dr. J. Rossant at Mount 

Sinai Hospital (MSH, Toronto). A similar strategy was used to construct a series of CAT 

constructs with different portions of the AS promoter region generated by restriction 

enzymes. These constructs were narned according to the restriction enzyms used for sub- 

cloning, including HiS CAT (-540 to 199), EK CAT (-231 to +256), BK CAT (-182 to 

+256), EH CAT (-23 1 to +22) and AvAv CAT (+18 to +163). 

In addition to using convenient restriction enzyme cutting sites to create promoter 

deletions, BaUl exonuclease was used to create a number of constructs containing 

progressively larger deletions in the promoter region both 5' and 3' of the transcription 

initiation region. Construct EK CAT was first sub-cloned into the H M 1  site of 

pBluescript II KS- (Stratagene). For 5' deletions, this construct was linearized with Sac1 

first and followed by Ba131 digestion for 5 minutes at concentrations of 0.1 to 0.5 unit. 

The vector was re-circularized using Hindm iinker iigation. Inserts were cut out, purified 

and subcloned into the HindIII site of PSVoCAT to produce CAT A (-108), CAT B (-47), 

CAT C (-7), CAT D (+7), and CAT E (+32). The 3' end of these 5' deletion constructs 

was +256. Resuits of the CAT assays indicated that CAT £3 is the shortest 5' construct 

maintainhg full promoter activity as PS CAT. Therefore, 3' deletions were generated 

using this construct with the sarne strategy as 5' deletions. The pB1uscnpt II KS- B, the 

precursor of CAT B, was ünearized at the 3' end of the promoter with ClaI followed by 

Bal3 1 digestion to produce CAT 1 (+229), CAT II (+107), CAT III (+72), CAT IV (+61), 

CAT V (+5 l), and CAT VI (+44). The 5' end of these 3' deletion constructs was -47. 

One internai deletion construct CAT BM was generated by Linearinng CAT B with 

MM, which was present in the rnidde of this fragment, then creating blunt ends using 



Mung Bean Exonuclease and re-ligating the ends. This construct had a three base pair 

deletion beginning at the major transcription start site (+48). 

The deletion construct, Cat V, had an identical AS promoter sequence as CAT V, 

but lacked the stop codon for the small uORF before the AUG of the CAT gene. This 

ciifference is due to the deletion of a HindIII site. CAT V had a HindIII site and expected 

CAT vector sequence, while the CAT V variant, Cat V, lacked the Hindm site plus four 

base pairs from the CAT vector sequence. As a consequence of this arrangement, the 

s d  uORF in Cat V had a fiame shat of the CAT gene. 

2.2.3 Complemefitary PCR mediated mutagenesis 

The basic rnethod was described in m e n t  Protocols in Molecular Biology (206). 

In this procedure, sequential PCR steps were used. The k s t  step PCR was to generate 

two DNA fragments with a mutant prinier at the 3' end for one fiagrnent and the 

cornplernentary mutant primer at the S'end for another. The two kagments were then 

treated with E. coli DNA Polymerase 1 Klenow fkagment to cut off the extra A introduced 

by the taq enzyme at the 3' end of the PCR products. The two fragments encompassing 

the mutation generated by first step PCR were annealed with each othei and extended by 

mutually prinied synthesis. This fragment was then amplified by a second PCR step using 

primers tagged with the HindIU site, thereby avoiding the blunt-end ligation. We used this 

method with sorne modifications (Figure 2.1). The PCR products from the fist round 

reaction were purified and fiagrnent 1 and fkagmnt 2 were mixed in a 1: 1 ratio for second 

round PCR. The second PCR amplification was carried out for 5 to 10 cycles without 

prirners in order to obtain full-length ternplate with mutation in the niidcile. Higher 



annealing temperature (60'~) was applied for the following 5 to 10 cycles with primers to 

ensure the specificity of annealing. Then 20 to 25 cycles at lower annealhg temperatures 

were carried out to reduce the possibility of spontaneous error introduced by taq enzyme. 

The prirners for GC/GT box mutations were named by their position in AS promoter. 

From 5' to 3'' they are termed as CAT GC/GT Ml, CAT GC/GT M2, CAT GC/GT M3 

and CAT GC/GT M4. Wild type CAT A was used as the original ternplate. The comrnon 

primers for rnaking ail mutations include a HindIII site clamped CAT 5' primer and CAT 

3' primer. The sequence for CAT 5' primer was 5'- 

ccaagcttgAAGAACAG AAGCAAGCC-3' (- 1 O8 to -92) and for CAT 3' primer was 5'- 

ccaagcTTGGTACCCGCGTGCCC-3' (+256 to +240), the srnall letters indicating the 

tagged Hind III site. The mutant primers included: GC/GT M l  sense. (-46) 5'- 

GGCCTCAGCTLTAITCTGGCGTCGC-3' (-22); GC/GT Ml antisense, (-22) 5'- 

GCGACGCCAGAATAAAGCTGAGGCC-3' (-46); GC/GT M2 sense, (- 10) 5'- 

GCGGGCCACGT'ITTATGCGCACGGG-3' (+16); GC/GT M2 antisense, (+16) 5'- 

CCCGTGCGCATAAAACGTGGCCCGC-3' (- 10); GC/GT M3 sense, (+ 1 14) 5'- 

GCCTCCTCTC~GTCTCCTCTGGCC-3' (+129); GC/GT M3 antisense, (+129) 5'- 

GGCCAGAGGAGACAGGAG AGGAGGC-3' (+ 144); GC/GT M4 sense, (+ 169) 5'- 

CTGATGCTCGAGBCGGTGCGCTGTG-3' (+ 194); and GC/GT M4 antisense, (+194) 

5'-CACAGCGCACCGTCyCGAGCATCAG-3' (+169). The mutated bases are 

underlined. The DNA mutant fragments generated fiom sequential PCR were treated with 

HindiII and inserted into pBluescript KS-. They were sequenced before cloning into 

PSVoCAT. AU mutants were further confimied by sequencing in the CAT vector and their 

orientations were determined as weU 



Mutagenesis by Sequentid PCR 

H i n C - b  4 Mutant Primer 1 
5' Primer +-- Hindm 

Mutant Primer 2 3' Primer 

)~irst  Step PCR 

+ Heating and A n n e h g  FoUowed 
-- by 5 cycles 

* 
l ~ e c o n d  Step PCR 

Figure 2. 1: The schematic representation of the maed PCR mediated mutagenesis protocol. The 5' 
and 3' primea were clamped with H i n a  sites. The major modification was the second step PCR which 
was carried out without primers for 5 to 10 cycles. This step produced full length DNA template. The . 
following PCR used 600C for the fîrst few cycles to ensure specific annealhg and 5S°C for the rest of the 
PCR cycles. The PCR product with the mutation in it was digested with HindIII and ready for subcloning. 



In addition to GC/GT box mutations, we introduced two point mutations at the 

first and second translation codons for the small open reading fiame within the long 

transcnpt. CAT A was used as a template and CAT 5' prllrier and CAT 3' primer were the 

same as indicated above. The mutant primers covering the ATGATG (+30 to +35) region 

were sense primer Mut 1, (+2 1) 5 '-TCCGGCG ATAT~AT~AAACTTCCC-3' (+44) and 

antisense primer Mut 2, (+44) 5'-GGG AAGTT'TGATGATATCGCCGGA-3' (+2 1). The 

base pair changes are underlined. The mutant CAT A was t e m d  CAT AM. 

2.2.4 DNA sequencing 

Conventional dideoxy termination sequencing was used to determine the deletion 

constructs and CAT AM. The sequenase was purchased fkom GIBCO BRL. [ 3 5 ~ ] - d ~ ~  

was purchased €rom Arnersharn Life Science. PCR based asymmetric sequencing or cycle 

sequencing confirrned GC/GT mutants. The thermosequencing kit, including 

thermosequenase and [ 3 3 ~ ] - d ~ ~ ~ ,  was purchased ffom Amersham Life Science. 20 to 30 

PCR cycles were used depending on the arnount of ternplate. The reactions were 

electrophoresed through 6-88 pre-run denaturing-polyacrylamide gels. Gels were dried at 

80'~ for 2 h and exposed to Kodak biomax film for 24 h or as required. 

2 . I  5 DNA transfection and CAT assay 

Wild type CHO cells were seeded at 2.5-3.5~10~ cells/lOOm dish 24 h prior to 

transfection. Medium was changed to fiesh medium 6 hours before adding plasnid DNA. 

Calcium-precipitation-rnediated transfection based on the protocol fiom Current Rotocols 

in Molecular Biology was used for restriction enzyme generated constructs. 5-8 pg of 



CAT construct DNA and 2 pg of PMSV L a d  were used per petri dish. ~ i ~ o f e c p -  

mediated transfection was used for the rest of the constructs. Optimal conditions for 

transfection were obtained by determinhg the optimal liposome and DNA ratio. We 

carried out an experiment to detennine the tirrie course for maximum rate of transfection 

and minimum ceU lethality as well. At the time of transfection, the ceil density was 60-80% 

confluence. 30-50 pl liposome was used per transfection. DNA was diluted in 1.5 ml 

complete a-MEM (-fetal calf serurn, -antibio tics) medium and liposome was mixed in 1.5 

ml of the same medium, but in a separate tube. Then DNA and liposome were combined 

for 15 min at room temperature with gentle shaking several times. Cells were washed 

twice with a-MEM (-fetal calf serum, -antibiotics) medium before the DNA liposome 

mixture was added. The dishes were incubated for 6-8 h after adding iiposome-DNA 

mixture and foiiowed by adding 3 ml complete a-MEM (+20% fetal calf serum 

+antibiotics) and continued incubation overnight. Medium was changed to fiesh medium 

the next day. Cells were harvested 48 h or 72 h after transfection depending on the 

experiment. Cold TEN buffer (40 rnM Tris*HCl, 1 mM EDTA, 150 mM NaCl, final pH 

73, was used to lift the ceiis afier washing the celis with phosphate buffered saline 

(1XPBS) once. The tissue culture plates were kept on ice during the harvesting. Ceils 

were pelleted by cenaifugation at 3000 rpm using Sorvail RT6000 fkom Du Pont and 

washed once with 0.25 M TrismHCl pH 7.5 and suspended in 0.5 ml of the same Tris 

buffer. Cellular extracts were prepared by the fieeze-thaw method and the Eppendorf 

tubes were shifted five times between ethanol on dry ice and a 37'~ water bath. M e r  

centrifugation to remove ceil debris, half of the extract from each sarnple was incubated 

with O-nitrophenyl p-D-galacto-pyranoside for 1 h at 3 7 ' ~  or until yellow color developed 



to determine P-gal activity. Then extracts with equal B-gal activity were heated at 6 5 ' ~  

for 15 minutes to inactivate cellular enzymes, which rnay affect CAT assay by degrading 

CAT enzyme. The CAT reaction was foilowed by incubating with a cocktail of cl4 

chlorarnphenicol (5 to 10 pl 14c / reaction) and acetyl-coenzyme A for 30 min to 2 h at 

37'~. CAT activity was rneasured by scintillation counting after thin-layer 

chromatography. In some experiments, CAT assay was carried out with dinerent $-gal 

values for the constructs and CAT activity was normalwd to the same P-gal units. 

PSVoCAT, a promoter-less CAT vector, served as a negative control for CAT assay. The 

CAT activity of al1 promoter constructs was calculated by subtracting the background 

CAT activity of PSVoCAT. 

2.2.6 Tissue culture 

Wild type CHO ceils were grown in rnonolayer culture at 3 7 ' ~  in a humidifîed 

incubator with 5% COz. The culture medium was complete a-MEM with 10% fetal calf 

serum and antibiotics (penicillin and streptomycin) (a-MEM +FCS +AB). For ceil cycle 

arrest, wüd type CHO cells were treated with the same medium with reduced FCS at 0.5% 

for 72 h. 

2.2.7 RT-PCR 

RT-PCR was perfomd according to Current Pro tocols in Molecular Biology 

(206). 4 pg total RNA was used for the RT reaction in a finai 160 pl volume to make 

cDNA and 3 pl was used for each foiiowing PCR reaction in a 20 pl volume. We used 40 

ng CHO genomic DNA as a RT-PCR control The DNA was subjected to RT reaction and 



followed by PCR in the same condition as other samples. The primers used included CHO 

AS primers and hurnan AS primers. Primers derived fiom CHO AS were AS 25mer, (+1) 

5' -CCCCGTGCGCACGGGTTGGGTCCGG-3' (+25); AS lgmer, (+97) 5' - 

GGAGCAGAGGACTGCTTCT-3' (+79); AS 20mer, (+98) 5'- 

AGGAGCAGAGGACTGCITCï-3' (+79); AS 40mer 4, (+156) 5'- 

GTGCTCGCTGGTGGCTAGGGCCAGAGGAGGCGGGAGAGGA (+117); and AS 

40mr b, (+los) 5'-ACACGAAGGAGCAGAGGACTGCTTCTTACCTTAGAGCAG-3' 

(+66). Three primers share a common sequence, which is underiined. Since the CHO AS 

and hurnan AS were highiy homologous at the coding sequence, we used human primers 

for interna1 CHO AS exon amplification. They were AS7 (Hurnan exon 8), 5' 

GaTCAGATGAACTTACgCAG-3'; AS10 (hurnan exon 9), 5' - 

GCAGCAGTAGTTCGaTCtGC-3'; and AS11 (hurnan exon 10). 5' - 

TTCTGGGTGGCAGaGACAAG-3'. The small letters indicate the non-conserved bases 

within these primers. 

2.3. Results 

2.3. 1 Deletion analysis using restriction enzymes 

To identa the DNA sequences required for AS gene expression at the 

transcriptional level, we chose the sequences immediately surrounding the transcription 

start sites in ou. initial studies. The region we characterized was a 1.1 kb AS genomic 

sequence, extending from -877 bp to +256 bp relative to the 5' transcription start site, as 

indicated in Figure 2.2. This region contained the entire exon 1 (+1 to +156) for both 

short and long transaipt and part of intron 1 (+157 to +256). Dilferent DNA fragments 



were generated by restriction enzyme cutting and inserted into PSVoCAT expression 

vector as described in Matenais and Methods. These constnicts were transfected into wild 

type CHO cells and CAT assays were perfomd after 48 to 72 h. The CAT activity of the 

original constnict, PS CAT, was similar to that of PSV2CAT. Since PS CAT was the 

longest of the constructs and contained sufficient sequence information to dnve CAT 

expression, its CAT activity was taken as 100% for AS promoter activity. The CAT 

activity of the other constructs was calculated relative to the CAT activity of PS CAT, as 

shown in Figure 2.2. Deletion of 237 bp at the 5' end of PS CAT did not affect promoter 

activity as shown for HiS CAT. EK CAT, that was 646 bp shorter at the 5' end but 57 bp 

longer than PS CAT at the 3' end, had sirnilar CAT activity as PS CAT. Further deletion 

of 49 bp 5' sequence fiom EK CAT had no influence on CAT gene expression as shown 

for BK CAT. 

EH CAT and AvK CAT were two short constructs with low CAT activities. EH 

CAT, which lacked ail AS sequence downstrearn of the HpaII site at +22, was expressed 

at 6% of the maximal rate. This construct did not have the major transcription start site. 

AvAv CAT maintained the major transcription initiation site, but lacked most of the 

upstream promoter region and also had very low CAT activity (3%). 

The smallest among these constructs with CAT activity equivalent to PS CAT was 

BK CAT, which covered the 3' halfof the HR1, and both HR2 and HR3. 

2.3.2 Analysis of Bal31 sequential deletions of the AS promoter region 

Since the promoter analysis in wild type CHO cells showed that EK CAT had 

sufncient sequence information to drive CAT expression, EK CAT was used to generate 
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Figure 2.2: Anaiysis of promoter activity of AS constructs created by restriction enzyme digestion. A-The 
schematic drawing of the restriction map of various AS promoter region and the promoter constructs. The 
two transcription start sites are indicated as arrows. The intron-exon boundary is indicated as a dotted vertical 
iine. B. The CAT assay of these constnicts. C. The relative level of CAT activity of these promoter constructs. 
These constructs were named by the restriction cutting sites. The CAT activity of the longest constmct, 
PS CAT, was taken as 100%. The abbreviation for restriction enzymes: P, PSU; B, BstEII; S, SrnaI; Hi, HincII; 
E, EcoRI; K, KpnI; H, Hapiï; Av, AvalI. AS, asparagine synthetase. 



additional 5' deletion consmcts that were used in CAT assays. As shown in Figure 2.3. 

the 5'-most region beyond position -47, including ail of HR1, could be removed without 

altering promoter activity. The smallest 5' deletion constnict with full promoter activity 

was CAT B. which had a 304 bp (-47 to +256) AS promoter region. CAT A was sixty- 

one base pair longer at the 5' sequence than CAT B and had siniilar CAT activity as CAT 

B. The promoter activity of the various deletion constructs was calculated relative to that 

of CAT A, which was taken as 100% and CAT A was used for furthet mutational analysis. 

The CAT activity of sequential deletions within -230 to -47 showed very little fluctuation 

(data not shown), whereas further deletion at the 5' end of CAT B resulted in decreased 

CAT activity (Figure 2.3). The removal of sequences preceding the first transcription 

initiation site, including a putative AP1 site (-47 to -39) and a GC box (-38 to -31) in CAT 

C (-7 to +256) resulted in a drop in promoter activity to 7 1 %. When the next twelve base 

pairs containing a GT box (-6 to +4), which was also part of the upstream initiation 

elernent, were deleted in CAT D (+7 to +256), there was a dramatic drop in CAT 

expression, which feil to 1 2 9  of the fidl promoter activity. Since the CAT activity of CAT 

D was very low, further deletion was not lkely to give much information about the cis- 

elernents located downstream of +6. Nonetheless, several shorter 5' deletions were 

constructed and CAT E (+32 to +256) exhibited only 2.68 CAT activity. 

We then shifted our focus to the downstrearn sequences within the exon 1 and 

intron 1. Since CAT B was the srnailest 5' deletion construct that maintained full promoter 

activity, it was used to rnake 3' deletions by Bal3 1 digestion. A sirriilar analysis of 

constructs bearing deletions in the 3' end of the promoter revealed several drops in their 

activities as indicated in Figure 2.3. A construct with a deletion of the 3' end of HR3 



(CAT I), that retained all of the potential GC/GT boxes exhibited aùnost full promoter 

activity (93%). But the removal of 122 bp sequence from CAT 1 in construct CAT II 

resulted in a decrease in CAT expression to 78%. Deletion of an additional 35 bp in 

constnict CAT III, including the very 3' end of the srnall open reading frame (the stop 

codon) within exon 1 of the longer transcript, did not result in any decrease of prornoter 

activity as indicated by its CAT activity of 89%. The removal of 11 bp more Ui constnict 

CAT IV did not cause any change in CAT expression. CAT V, with a funher 10 bp 

deletion from the 3' end of CAT IV, showed a drarnatic decrease of CAT activity (only 

28% of the full promoter activity of CAT A). The 3' end of CAT V was ody 2 bp away 

€rom the major transcription start site. Thus, the 3' part of the major Inr element was 

deleted in this construct. The shortest 3' deletion consmct, CAT VT, having a funher 3' 

deletion of 7 bp fkom CAT V and lacking the major transcription initiation site, was 

capable of drivhg expression of CAT at 198 of the maximal rate. 

The results of this deletion analysis in CHO wild type ceils showed that the 5'- 

most region beyond -47 and 3' most regions beyond +61 could be removed without 

altering promoter activity as indicated in Figure 2.3. CAT IV was the srnailest constnict 

maintainhg maximum activity. 

2.3.3 AS promoter activity is not ce11 cycle regulated 

The presence of a MCB box and two M-R boxes within the AS promoter region 

suggested a possible ceil cyck regulation of the AS gene. 1 tested whether the AS 

promoter could drive CAT gene expression in a cell cycle dependent m e r .  Using CAT 
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Figure 2.3: Deletion analysis of the AS promoter region. A. Schematic representation of the AS promoter 
region used for deletion analysis. Potentid GC boxes within thîs region are shown as faed circles. Arrows 
indicate the transcription start sites. The potential uORF is indicated as a rectangle. Al1 5' and 3' deletion 
constructs are proportional to the promoter scale. B. The CAT assays for some of these constructs. 
PSVoCAT was used as negative control. C. CAT activities of these deletion constructs. Values were means 
of at least three separate experiments. The short iine above each column indicates the standard deviation. 



B. which contained all of these potential cell cycle regulatory elernents, its CAT activity 

during the cell cycle was d e t e d e d .  Wdd type CHO c e k  were transfected overnight and 

grown in fresh medium for 24 h, then arrested at the G1 phase using serum starvation 

(0.5%) for 72 h. To release ceih fkom G 1 arrest, fkesh a-MEM (+IO% FCS, +AB) was 

added to the culture. The ceils were harvested at different tirne intervals after release fiom 

the serum starvation (20 min, 1 h, 3 h, 6 h, 10 h, 20 h, and 28 h) and CAT assays were 

carried out with ceil lysates 6om different ceU cycles. Comparing the CAT activities of the 

CAT B construct at the different arrested stages, the level of CAT activities fiom di&rent 

time points did not change. No induction of CAT activity was observed following 28 

hours after release from the serum starvation (data not shown). 

2.3.4 The function of the major Inr 

During the ceii cycle study, we m d e  a mutant construct CAT BM. CAT BM has a 

three bp deletion beginning at the transcription s ta t  site of the major Inr, disrupting the 

MCB box and the overlapping M-R box. Since the wild type construct, CAT B, was not 

ceU cycle regulated, we did not test CAT BM for its ceU cycle regulation. However, CAT 

BM was used to assess the function of the major Inr. As shown in Figure 2.4, a 2/3-drop 

of CAT activity was observed in the mutant constmct, the CAT activity of CAT BM was 

only 37.5% of the wild type CAT B activity. 

2.3.5 The contribution of 4 GCfGT elements in AS replation 

Four consensus GC/GT elements were identified within the AS prornoter region, 

GC/GT 1 (-38 to -32), GC/GT 2 (-2 to +5), GC/GT 3 (+123 to +128) and GC/GT 4 
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Figure 2.4: Mutational analysis of the major initiator of the AS gene. The CAT activity of 
CAT B, a wild type construct, was defined as 100%. The CAT activity of the mutant, CAT BM, 
was relative to that of the CAT B.The sequence of the major Inr is indicated and the major 
initiation site is in red. The mutation was a three bp deletion beginning at the major 
transcription start site. Inr, initiator. S. D., standard derviation. 



(+178 to +184). The GC/GT 1 and GC/GT 4 

GCGGGGC-3', in the opposite orientation 

respectively. 

overlapped with a GCF binding site, 5'- 

to the transcription of the AS gene 

To assess the individual contribution of each element to the CHO AS promoter 

activity, point mutations were introduced by PCR mediated mutagenesis. CAT A was used 

as original ternplate to produce four mutant constmcts. The mutants were m d  as their 

positions in the AS promoter in 5' to 3' order as CAT GC/GT M l ,  CAT GC/GT M2, 

CAT GC/GT M3 and CAT GC/GT M4. Their CAT activities were determineci and 

compared to the correspondhg wild type configuration (CAT A) and the results are 

presented in Figure 2.5. CAT GC/GT M l  exhïbited 66% activity and CAT GUGT M2 

had 59% activity relative to the CAT activity of CAT A (taken as 100%). The CAT 

activity of CAT GC/GT M3 was as efficient as wild type CAT GC/GT 3, even slightly 

increased (1 10%) as indicated in Figure 2.5. The mutation at GC/GT 4, which was in the 

HR3 of the intron 1, reduced CAT activity to 7846. 

2.3.6 RT-PCR 

To confirm that the transcription start sites detected in the AS gene amplified celi 

line were actuaîiy used by wild type CHO ceh, we performed RT-PCR using RNA 

extracted from the wild type CHO cells as well as from AS gene amplified cell lines. The 

predicted fragments were present witb different primer pairs as indicated in Figure 2.6. 

The 5' primr was designed to start at the upstream transcription start site, which was 

identified by primer extension with NbR52 RNA. Rimrs  in exon 1 were derived fiom 
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Figure 2.5: Functional analysis of GCIGT boxes within the CHO AS promoter region. A. The schematic 
representation of mutant constmcts. The wild type GC boxes are indicated as white circles. The mutations 
are indicated as red circles with XX. B. The mutations întroduced into GClGT boxes; the mutant bp idare 
underlined. C. The CAT activities of these constnicts. This experiment was repeated fou times. Values 
were means and presented as columns. Error bars Uidicate standard deviations. 
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Figure 2.6: RT-PCR to detect the upstream transcription initiation site usage. A. RT-PCR using mRNA 
from wild type CHO and AlbR52. The 5' primer, AS 25mer, was used in al1 reactions. Lane 1 was 97 bp 
(19mer); lane 2 was 98 bp (20mer); lane 3 was 106 bp (40mer a) and lane 4 was 99 bp ( m e r  b). The 
lanes for AlbR52 corresponded to the WT CHO. B. RT-PCR for WT CHO ceiis under different growth 
conditions. Genomic DNA from WT CHO celis was used as control (lane 1 to 4). Lanes 5 and 7 used 
primer 19mer and 40mer a. Laue 6 used AS7 and AS 10 (1 36 bp). Lane 8 used AS7 and AS 1 1 (2 10 bp). 
The simüar pattern was observed in asparagine starved CHO celis. M, 123 bp marker. WT, wild type. 
AlbR52, an CHO cell line with AS amplification. MN, asparagine. 



different regions as indicated in the Materials and Methods. Shce the CHO AS and human 

AS genes are very well conserved (98% in the coding region), the primers derived fiom 

human AS gene were used to amplify the AS intemal exons. RT-PCR results indicated 

that the upstream transcription start site is used by the AS gene in wild type CHO cells. 

We also obsemd that the upstrearn initiation occurred under amho a d  depleted 

conditions. The control reactions with genomic DNA fded to give rise to any detectable 

product. However, this experiment did not give us quantitative data on the aspect of how 

extensively this site was used. 

2.3.7 The Functional mle of the small ORF within the long transcnpt 

Since the long transcnpt was present in the wild type CHO cells, the srnall uORF 

within it could regulate the translation of the long transcript. To test this, 1 introduced two 

point mutations into the 6rst two codons of the uORF by PCR rnediated mutagenesis 

using CAT A as wiid type template. The sequence (+30) 5'-ATGATG-3' (+35) was 

changed to (+30) 5'-AT=-3' (+35). The CAT activity of the mutant, CAT AM, was 

tested and compared to the wild type CAT A. As indicated in Figure 2.7, 1 observed that 

the CAT activity of CAT AM was reduced to 46% compared to the wild type 

configuration. 

During the generation of deletion constructs, 1 made the CAT V varîant, Cat V. 

This construct carried an identical promoter sequence to CAT V, both extended from 47 

bp upstream to 5 1 bp do wnstream relative to the first transcription start site (+1) and 

contained 21 bp of the short open reading fram. No cis-elemnts were present between 

the cloning site and the AUG of the CAT structural gene. However, as s h o w  in Figure 
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Figure 2.7: The role of a small uORF within the long vanscript of the AS gene. A. The AS promoter 
constructs include wild type CAT A, CAT AM, CAT V and Cat V. The CAT AM had two point mutations. 
which changed the start codon of this smail uORF from ATGATG to ATCATC. The CAT V is a 3' deletion 
construct, which destroyed the major transcription initiation site. It contained part of the uORF and a stop 
codon was provided by the CAT vector before start codon of the CAT gene. The Cat V had the same AS 
promoter sequence as CAT V, but a stop codon was located in the CAT gene due to the cioning site 
difference. B. The CAT activities of these constnicts. The CAT activity of the CAT A was taken as 100%. 
Error bar was the standard deviation. uORF. upstream open reading h e .  



2.7, CAT V expression was 28.48 relative to CAT A, but Cat V showed much reduced 

CAT activity (3.2%). The level of CAT activity in the Cat V was only one tenth of that of 

CAT V despite the fact that both contained the sanie AS prornoter region. 

2.4 Discussion 

From promoter deletion analysis (PS CAT and CAT IV). the CHO AS nrinunal 

prornoter region was detined to a region kom -47 to +6 1 relative to the first transcription 

start site (+l). Within this region, several cis-elernents were identified by deletion and 

mutational analyses. Like other TATA-Iess promoters. GC/GT elernents including the GC 

box in intron 1 played a positive role in transcription of the AS gene. Although GC boxes 

can bind a negative Sp famiiy factor, Sp3, and GC/GTl and GC/GT4 overlapped the GCF 

binding sites, which exerted negative regulation on transcription by GCF binding. 

mutations at the GC/GTl, GC/GT2 and GC/GT4 reduced AS promoter activity. In the 

case of multiple nuclear transcription factors binding to the same site. the overall function 

of the particular site wiU depend on the competitive binding of these factors. Both the 

binding aninity and protein concentrations cm affect the final effect. Although GC boxes 

act in an orientation independent rnanner, the GCF binding site is orientation dependent. 

Therefore, the opposite orientation of the GCF binding sites relative to the AS 

transniption direction rnakes them unlikely to inhibit AS transcription. The rodent GCF 

has not been cloned. The GC box in exon 1 did not participate in AS regdation. The 

intron 1 GC/GT box was an enbancer elemnt for AS transcription. Since the GUGT2 

was actually the minor initiator for AS transcription initiation, mutations at this site 

dimpted the upstream initiation. We observed reduced promter activity in GUGT M2, 



which was far more profound than the contribution of the long transcript in the overd AS 

transcripts. It seems that the GC/GT2 functions rnainly as a positive elernent for the 

do wnstream transcription initiation. 

The ATGATG was part of a novel positive cis-element for AS transcription, since 

mutations introduced into this sequence decreased CAT activity of the AS prornoter 

construct. In other studies, the uORFs in 5'-UTRs usualiy have an inhibitory role for 

translation of the downstream ORF of the structural gene (207). Since the long AS mRNA 

transcript is a minor species, the contribution of the long transdpt to the overall AS 

activity is not ükely to be significant in vivo. If the only role of this srnall uORF is to 

regulate the translation of the long transcript, mutations at the two consecutive start 

codons should increase the efficiency of AS translation. 1 would expect the result to be 

increased CAT activity. Instead, a dramatic decrease of CAT activity was observed in 

CAT AM. As described above, the cis-sequence of this region was essentid for AS 

transcription. In the Cat V, the transcription initiated at an upstream site due to the 

deletion of the major initiation site. Most manscripts in this construct had this uORF. 

According to the scanning model, translation initiated at the first suitable AUG and 

stopped at the stop codon provided by the vector in CAT V. Translation reinitiation 

occurred after translation of the uORF and resulted in the CAT activity of the CAT V. 

Since the Cat V lacked the stop codon provided by the vector sequence before the CAT 

gene. translation initiating at the uORF would read through to the CAT gene. The reading 

through caused a fiame shifi in CAT codîng sequence and the CAT activity in Cat V was 

reduced. 



In t e m  of transcription initiation selection, the TATA-kss promoters usually use 

initiators for transcription initiation and the transcription aans at the initiator. The 

deletion of three bp beginning at the major transcription start site of the major Inr reduced 

AS promoter activity drarnatically. The rernaining CAT activity might be derived from 

upstream initiation either from the minor site or from cryptic sites, when the downstrearn 

site was rigssing. Multiple GC elements can initiate transcription without TATA or Inr 

(208-2 11) sequences. In the absence of the major transcription start site, the AS promoter 

might use GC boxes as transcnption initiation elernents instead. The further analysis of 

CAT AM will lead to better understanding of the mechanism of transcription initiation in 

this constnict. 

In summary, we detennined the minimal AS promoter and the function of GC 

boxes in AS transcription. The novel ATGATG sequence had multiple functions, mainly as 

a positive elernent as weii as an inhibitory uOW for translational control of the long 

transcript. Since the long transcript was a minor species and the short transcript was the 

major one, the effect of the uORF on overail AS translation was not significant. The 

GC/GT 2 served as an upstream transcription initiation site as well as a positive 

transcription element, since the mutation in it decreased CAT activity far more than the 

contribution of the upstream transdpt. As the synergistic action of GC/GT elernents were 

not studied, it wouid be interesthg to investigate whether mutations introduced into two 

GC/GT boxes simultaneously could have a more dramatic effect on AS promoter activity. 

Point mutations introduced into the major Inr may give us more understanding of the bp 

requbement for the CHO Inr elcnients. More importantly, the isolation of major Inr 

binding factor(s) will lead to better understanding of the CHO Tnr initiation. Once the In. 



binding factor(s) is cioned, its DNA binding afnnity and specificity can be determineci. The 

mechanisrns of recruking basal transcription machinery to Inr and of transcription factors 

Muencing promo ter activit y requires funher study. 



Chapter Three 

IDENTIFICATION OF A NOVEL CIS-ELEMENT MEDIATING 

ASPARAGINE SYNTHETASE INDUCTION BY ASPARAGINE 

DEPLETION 



Abstract 

Mammalian cells respond to an inadequate amino acid supply by increasing 

synthesis of non-essential amino acids. The asparagine synthetase (AS) gene is responsible 

for asparagine biosynthesis in mammaüan ce&, and most mamrialian tissues express this 

gene. The enzymatic activity of AS can be increased two- to three-fold in response to 

amino acid starvation of Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. This regulatory response 

provides a mode1 system to allow rnolecular analysis of the induction of AS by amino acid 

depletion. AS promoter constnicts were used with the bacterial chloramphenicol 

acetyltransferase (CAT) reporter gene to confirm that the AS prornoter upregulated CAT 

expression with amho acid depletion. The magnitude of CAT gene induction is similu to 

the level of induction of AS enzyrnatic activity, which is comparable to the increase in the 

abundance of the AS protein. Therefore, the regulation of the AS gene in CHO cells 

occws mainly through a transcriptional mechanism. The putative regdatory element 

rnediating the induction was identified by delet ion, mutational and chimeric analyses. This 

sequence, t e m d  the CHO amino acid response elernent (AARE'~'), is found in the 

h u m  AS promoter. Probes containing the A A R E ~ ~ O  detected a specific binding activity 

of nuclear proteins nom wîld type CHO cells, which may be the A A R E ~ ~ O  binding factor. 



3.1 Introduction 

One cellular response to arnino acid starvation is the increased production of the 

arnino acid to restore the intraceilular amino acid pool. In mammalian cells, asparagine 

synthetase (AS) enzymatic activity is induced by asparagine depletion as weIi as depletion 

of other amho acids (12, 13, 70). From biochernical studies, the level of induction in AS 

enzyrnatic activity is paralleled by an increase in the level of the AS protein (212). 

Although any one of a nurnber of molecular events may be modified to produce this 

increase, transcrip tional and translational regulations are comonly O bserved in the 

control of rnetabolic pathways. In yeast, amino acid biosynthetic genes are reguiated by a 

central control rnechanism that is reviewed in Chapter One. The final step of the pathway 

is to activate transcription of amino acid biosynthetic genes through GCN4 binding to the 

GCN4 binding site, which is present in the 5' promoter region of these genes (50,213). 

Given the strong conservation of rnetabolic pathways between rnarnmals and yeast, 1 

exarnined the transcriptional regulatory responses of AS to arnino acid deprivation, to 

begin to i d e n e  the molecular events, which control amino acid metabolism in higher 

eukaryo tes. 

As described in Chapter One, the 5' region of the AS gene is very well conserved 

between CHO and human (10,1 1,129,133,214,215). The three regions of homology, HRl 

(-242 to -134), HR2 (-27 to +94) and HR3 (+173 to +246), rnay be important for basai 

AS prornoter function under n o d  growth conditions as well as for its regulation by 

amino acid starvation. A 1.1 kb 5' region of the CHO AS gene was analyzed to identify the 

region required for basai AS expression in normal growth conditions, and several 

promoter constructs were generated for that study. To gain insight into the molecular 



mechanism(s) underlying the up-regdation of AS during arnino acid depletion, we carried 

out CAT assays to examine the promoter activity of thcse consbucts in the presence and 

absence of asparagine (starvation experiment). The constnicts were introduced into wild 

type CHO cells by liposome-mediated transfection dong with an interna1 control plastriid, 

PMSV LocZ. CAT assays were done three to six days after transfection. We carried out 

amho acid starvation experiments using deletion and mutant constructs to define the 

sequences required for the CHO amho acid response. This amino acid response element 

was inserted into the thymidine kinase (tk) promoter to produce chimric constructs and 

CAT assays were carried out to determine whether this regulatory element could regulate 

the tk promoter in response to amino acid starvation. 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2. 1 Materials and deletion constructs (as described in Chapter Two) 

3.2. 2 Compkmentary K R  mediated mutagenesis 

Complernentary PCR mediated mutagenesis was perfomd as described in Current 

Protocols in Molecular Biology (206). Two point mutations were introduced into the AS 

prornoter region (CAT AM), changing (+30) 5'-ATGATG-3' (+35) to 5'-ATSATC-3'. 

The other mutant, CAT BM (-47 to +256), was produced by 3 bp deletion beginning at 

the major transcription start site, changing (+46) 5'-CACGCG-3' (+5 1) to 5 '-CA(de1)G-3'. 
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3.2.3 DNA transfeetion and asparagine starvation experiments 

The rnethods for liposome-mediated DNA transfection were describecl in the last 

chapter. In the asparagine starvation experiments, a transient transfection system with wild 

type CHO cells was used. The wild type CHO cells were transfected with a variety of AS 

promoter constructs for 12 hours. The cells fkom one transfection reaction were then 

divided into two populations, one grown in cornplete a-MEM and the other grown in a- 

MEM without asparagine (a-MEM, -ASN). Since cek grow slower without asparagine 

than with asparagine. more c e b  were plated in a-MEM -ASN than that in cornplete a- 

MEM to achieve similar ceil nurnbers at the time of harvesting: 1.5-fold more cells for 

three day transfections and three-fold more ceos for three to six day transfections. After 3 

to 6 days, cens were harvested and CAT assays canied out. The CAT activities of the two 

ceil populations transfected with the same consmct were compared. PSVoCAT served as 

a negative control under both growth conditions. The procedure is shown in Figure 3.1. 

3.2.4 Tissue culture 

The method for wiId type CHO ceii culture was described in Chapter Two. The 

culture medium used was either complete a-MEM +lOIFCS +AB, or a-MEM without 

asparagine for the asparagine starvation experimnts. 10% dialyzed FCS was added to a- 

MEM ASN. 

3.2.5 Chimeric Promoter Constmcts 

The herpes simplex virus tk minimal promoter, including bp -105 to +5 1 relative 

to the transcription start site, was chosen as our basic promoter (216). The CAT 



expression vector containhg this promoter, pBLCAn, was supplied by Dr. K. 

Siminovitch (Toronto). A polycloning site is present in front of the tk promoter in 

pBLCAT2. The AS promoter region used for the chimeric promoter construct was a 24 

bp sequence, +28 5'-ATATGATGAAACTTCCCGCACGCG-3' +5 1. The core MECHo 

is underlined. The cloning process involved two steps: kst,  two complernentary 

oligonucleotides of that 24 bp sequence with EcoRI restriction enzyme cutting site 

overhangs were synthesized. They are termed AARE sense: 5'- 

aattcATATGATGAAACTTCCCGCACGCG-3' and AARE antisense: 5'- 

aattcCGCGTGCGGGAAGTTT'CATCATAT-3'. These oligonucleotides were heated and 

annealed, then inserted into the pBluescript KS (+) EcoRI site. The actual insert size was 

29 bp due to the addition of the EcoRI site. pBluscript vector was used hen, because it 

dows selection of plasmids with inserts and the multiple restriction enzyme sites in the 

polycloning region make t possible to clone this fkagmnt into dinerent reporter vectors. 

pBLCAT2 was digested with BamHI and HindIII restriction enzymes and gel purified. 

The AARE'~' 58 bp insert was excised fkom the pBluscript KS (+) plasrnid with BamHI 

and HindIII. The construction of the chimeric promoter was carried out in a standard T4 

ligation reaction as described in Cumnt Rotocols in Molecular Biology (206). The 

correct insertion was confirmed by sequencing and the constnict was t e m d  pBL AARE. 

To further nmow the region mediating AS induction by aniino acid starvation, three 13 

bp sequences derived fiom this 24 bp sequence were inserted between the BamHI and 

HindIII sites of pBLCAT2. These smaller constmcts were t e m d  pBL A, pBL B, and 

pBL C. The sequences of these were overlapping as indicated below: only pBL B had the 

full length of the A A R E ~ O ;  pBL A and pBL C lacked 4 bp ftom the 3' and 5' respectively. 
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Figure 3.2: Two step ligation for cloning srnail DNA fragment. The vector was prepared by double 
restriction enzyme digestion and purifiecl. The synthetic sense and antisense oligonucleotides, present 
in a 1 : 1 ratio, were heated and annealed. The ligation reaction was then carried out with T4 ligase in 
T4 buffer with 20% PEG 4000. This step will yield only linear molecules. The Ligation product was 
then purined and subjected to standard T4 ligation reaction. The circulization occurred in this step. 
PEG, polyethylene glycol. 



The oligonucleotides used were pBL A sense, 5'-agctwTATGATGAAAmg-3'; PBL A 

antisense, 5' -gatccAGT"ITCATCATAT-3 ; pBL B sense, 5' - 

agcttGATGAAAC[TCCCg-3'; pBL B antisense, 5' -gatccgG~~~Gclr ] [TC~~cA-3  '; 

pBL C sense, 5' -agcttAAACTTCCCGCACG-3'; and pBL C andense, 5' - 
gatccGTGCGGGAAGïTîA-3'. The small letters indicate the sequences complemntary 

to the BamHI or HincüII cutting sites. It was very difficult to subclone these 19 bp insens 

made fkom complernentary oügonucleotides using standard ligation conditions. It has been 

reported that high molecular weight polyethylene glycol (PEG) increases T4 ligation 

efficiency by macromolecular exclusion or crowding (2 17,2 18). We therefore modified the 

ligation method by using PEG (MW. 4000) (Figure 3.2). The ligation reaction was 

performed in two steps. Frst, the sense and antisense strand oligonucleotides were heated 

then annealed. Then double cut vector was added and a ligation reaction carried out in the 

presence of 202  PEG. This step yields only ligated iinear molecules due to the 

macromolecule crowding in the presence of salt (219). Since the synthesized 

oligonucleotides do not have a phosphate group at their 5' end, they cannot form 

concatamers. Vector self-circulization is impossible due to the incompatible ends, but it 

can form concatamers, which cm be removed by gel purification later. This step is highly 

efficient. The DNA products i?om the first step were electrophoresed through an agarose 

gel and purined with Qiagen gel extraction kit. The purified product was then subjected to 

a second round of ligation without PEG to generate a cîrcuiar product. AU of the chimric 

constructs were sequenced by PCR cycle thermosequencing. The primers used for PCR 

and sequencing were the tk 2Omer derived nom tk prornoter and the pBL upstrearn primer 

derived fiom the backbone of the vector. The sequence for the tic 20mer was (+457) 5'- 



CGACTGCATCTGCGTGTïCG-3' (+476), which was 55 bp downstrearn of the BarnHI 

site. The pBL upstream primer was (+291) 5'-TCITCGmAmACGCCAGm-3' 

(+11 O), which was 1 10 bp upstream of the insert. 

3.2.6 Band shifk assay 

The rnethod is described in current protocols (206). The srnali-scale nuclear extract 

preparation was camed out using wild type CHO ceils grown in the presence of 

asparagine. The probes were produced by restriction cutting and labeled by Kienow fiIl-in 

reactions using 3 2 ~  d m .  P65 was the HindEï and DdeI fragment of CAT D. P62 and 

P62(del) were derived from HhaI and DdeI digestion of the CAT A and CAT AM, 

respectively. P42, P32 and P25 were generated by digesting CAT IV, CAT V and CAT 

VI individually with HindnI and AvaII. lo4 cpm of radioactivity and 20pg nuclear extract 

were used for each reaction. Poly(d1-dC)(dI-dC) was used as non-specific cimier 

(2pglreaction). The low sait buffer was used for the gel (206). 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Starvation induced de-represoion of the AS gene 

Transcrip tional control is a cornmon mechanism for regulating gene expression, 

and often mdiates ceiluiar responses to environmental signals. Therefore, we k s t  

determined whether the AS gene is regulated by asparagine starvation at the 

transcriptional b e l .  As described in Chapter Two, the DNA sequences 1 analyzed extend 

fiom -877 bp to +256 bp relative to the upstream minor transcription start site (+1). This 



1.1 kb region includes exon 1 (nuckotides +1 to +156 and +48 to +156 for the long and 

short transcripts, respectively) and part of the intron 1 (nucleotides +157 to +256) in 

addition to the 5' untranscribed region. Although the minimum region required for basal 

AS gene expression under normal growth conditions extends from -47 to +199, we 

analyzed the role of the 1.1 kb region in the regulation of the AS gene by amino acid 

starvation. The amino acid starvation experirnent was carried out for PS CAT (-877 to 

+199) and EK CAT (-231 to +256). PS CAT is the longest AS prornoter construct with 

877 bp upstrearn region, whereas EK CAT contains more intron 1 sequence. There was a 

two- to three-fold increase in CAT activity with both constmcts in the absence of 

asparagine (Figure 3.3). The average induction for PS CAT was 2.8-fold and for EK CAT 

is 2.4-fold. The level of CAT induction by asparagine depletion was sirnilar to the induced 

enzymatic activity of the AS gene by asparagine depletion or accumulation of uncharged 

asparaginyl-tRNA as reported previously (1 2, 13). Since both constructs contain exon 1 

which is in the 5'-untranslated region of the AS transcripts, their transcripts contain the 

exon 1 of the AS gene. Therefore, we can not totaily exclude the possibility that the 5'- 

untranslated region within the AS mRNA regulates AS induction at the translational level. 

Consequently, the up-regdation of AS by asparagine depletion rnay occur at the 

transcriptionai or translational level. 

3.3.2 Identification of the cis-element mediating the amino acid depletion - induced 

response 

To identify the smallest region mediating AS induction and to distinguish between 

transcriptional and translational contro 1 mchanisms, we perfomd amino acid starvation 
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Figure 3. 3: Induction of CAT activity using AS promoter constructs. A. Schematic presentation of the CAT constnicts 
PS CAT and EK CAT. B. The CAT assay of these two constructs under different growth conditions, with or without 
asparagine. C. A histogram of the starvation experiment data using these two constructs. The induction was relative to the 
non-starved value which was arbitrarily designated as 1 for each construct. ASN, asparagine. P, Pd. S, SmaI. E, EcoR1. 
K. Kpnl. S.D, Standard deviation. 



experiments using smaller deletion constructs. The constructs with most of the 5'- 

untranslated region deleted are especially useful in exclusion of the translational 

mechanism of CAT induction. As shown in Figure 3.4, most 5'- deletion constnicts 

(including CAT D) and 3' - deletion constnicts (including CAT IV had CAT activities well 

above that of PSVoCAT. These constructs showed reliable inducibility by amino acid 

starvation. In spite of the low CAT activities of several CAT constructs, including CAT D, 

CAT E and CAT VI, CAT inducibility was retained. The 13 bp shared sequence between 

CAT E and CAT VI, (+32) 5'-GATGAAACTTCCC-3' (+44), is located between the two 

transcription start sites. Since the upstream initiation site is a minor site in both normal 

growth and arnino acid starvation conditions, the presence of this element in fiont of the 

major Inr is consistent with a transcriptional control of AS regulation. We t e m d  this 13 

bp sequence the CHO amino acid response element (AARE'~'). 

Further evidence supportive of this sequence king the AARE'~' was provided by 

two deletion constructs generated by restriction enzymes, EH CAT (-231 to +21) and 

AvAv CAT (+18 to +163). The EH CAT had the AS upstream sequence without this 

AARE~'  and ,as not inducible. The AvAv CAT contained the AARE'~' and exon 1 

and CAT inducibility was intact in this construct. 

3.3.3 Mutational data 

Since s o m  constnicts have very low CAT activities and the expected induction 

level is relatively low (two- to three-fold) for CHO AS, the fluctuation of CAT assay in 

these constructs made accurate interpretation of som: of the data difncult. To c o h  the 

AARE~', mutations were introduced into this region. We generated two mutant CAT 
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Figure 3.4: Identification of the AARECHo by deletion analysis. (A) Deletion constructs were transfected 
into wild type CHO celis. Amino acid starvation experiments were cmied out and CAT activity of each 
constnift in the presence and absence of asparagine was compared. The data indicate that the CAT E 
and CAT VI constmcts were induced by asparagine depletion. The shared region of these two consmcts 
is a 13 bp sequence, GATGAAACTïCCC. (B) Bar representation of the data from starvation experiments. 
The induction was relative to the non-starved value which was arbitrarily designated as 1 for each constmct. 
Values were means of at least two separate experiments. S.D., standard deviation. Error bars are S.D. 
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constructs, CAT AM and CAT BM, with mutations at or near the AARE'~'. Asparagine 

starvation experiments for these two mutant constructs were carried out. In normal 

growth conditions, both dispiayed decreased CAT activity. The mutations in CAT AM are 

at the 5' portion of the AAR.lfH0, while the CAT BM deletion is located 3 bp downstream 

of the A A R E ~ '  (Figure 3.5). The CAT activity of CAT AM was reduced to 46% of the 

wild type CAT A level in normal growth conditions. The possible roles of this ekmnt in 

basal AS expression have ken discussed in the previous chapter. We observed that the 

CAT activity was not increased for CAT AM (1.3-fold) upon asparagine starvation. In 

contrast, the construct CAT BM, which had a three bp deletion (+48 to +51) at the major 

transcription start site (+48), showed normal induction upon asparagine depletion despite 

its reduced promoter activity. As indicated in Figure 3.5, the CAT induction was 2.08-fold 

in CAT B and 2.03-fold in CAT BM. 

3.3.4 Chimeric pmmoter anaiysis 

To detennine the effects of the putative AS regdatory elemnt, AARE'~', on a 

heterologous eukaryotic promoter, we used the CAT reporter vector pBLCAT2 with the 

Herpes sirnplex virus (HSV) thymidine kinase (tic) promoter. Amino acid starvation 

experiments were perf'ormed for pBL AARE, a chimic construct generated by inserting a 

24 bp AS promoter region containing the A A R E ~ ~ O  into the BamHI and HindIII sites of 

pBLCAT2 (Figure 3.6). The CAT activity of pBL AARE was determined under nomial 

growth conditions and amino acid depleted conditions after 4 to 6 days. As shown in 

Figure 3.6, the control vector, pBLCAT2, did not exhibit any induction of CAT activity 

upon amho acid starvation. In contrast, the CAT activity was induced in pBL AARE 
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Figure 3.5: Mutational analysis of the AARE~~O. A. TWO mutant AS pornoter constructs were used in 
amino acid starvation experiments. The blue bar indicates the wüd type AARECHo and the black bar 
indicates the mutant AAREcHo. The orange circle indicates the wild type initiator and the black circle 
indicates the îhree bp depletion at the major transcription start site. B. Bar representation of the resuits. 
The induction was relative to the CAT activity of each construct in the presense of ASN. which was 
arbitrarily taken as 1.  The experiment was repeated three times. ASN, asparagine. 



in the absence of asparagine. Even in normal growth conditions, the CAT activity of pBL 

AARE was much higher than that of pBLCAT2. When the CAT activity of pBLCAT2 

was nomraüzed to 1, the CAT activity of pBL AARE was calculated to be increased by 

seven-fold in the presence of asparagine. Arnino acid starvation further increased the CAT 

expression of pBL AARE. This experiment was repeated seven tinies with the s a m  result, 

i e., an induction of CAT activity of pBL AARE with asparagine depktion. Since the 

CAT activity of pBL AARE was much higher than pBLCAT2 in normal growth 

CO nditions and asparagine depletion further enhanced its CAT activity, several CAT assays 

for pBL AARE in the absence of asparagine were not in the linear range. Ceil lysates were 

therefore titrated for these CAT assays. The level of CAT induction in pBL AARE was 3- 

fold (Figure 3.6). 

Since the AARE'~' defined by deletion analysis is ody 13 bp, we decided to 

further narrow the region by chimeric analysis. The strategy used was to constmct a senes 

of overlapping chimeric constnicts. These constructs were pBL A (+28 to +40), pBL B 

(+32 to +44) and pBL C (+36 to +48) (Figure 3.6). The pBL B construct contained the 13 

bp core A A R E ~ O  sequence identifîed by the deietion analysis. Asparagine starvation 

experîments were performed and the resdts are shown in Table 3. 1 and Figure 3.6.D. The 

CAT activity of the tk promoter alone in pBLCAT2 in normal growth conditions was 

taken as 1 and the other CAT activity values were calculated reiative to pBLCAT2. The 

CAT activity of pBL A was higher than that of pBLCAT2 in nonnal growth conditions, 

but the CAT activity of this construct did not increase in the absence of asparagine. 

Although there was an increase of CAT activity in experinient 3 and 4 in the absence of 

asparagine (Figure 3. 6. D), the fluctuation of CAT activity in pBLCAT2 was also large in 
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Figure 3.6: Chimeric analysis of the AARECHo. (A). Chimeric promoter constnicts used in asparagine 
starvation experiments. pBL AARE contains a 24 bp AS promoter sequence and the AARECHo is 
underlined. Small consuucts of 13 bp each, pBL A, pBL B and pBL C, were generated from the 24 bp 
fragment. Only pBL B construct contains the entire AARECHo, pBL A and pBL C lack 4 bp from the 3' 
and 5' respectively. (B). CAT assay of these chimeric constructs in normal and asparagine-depleted 
conditions. The CAT activity of pBLCAT2 in the presence of asparagine was defined as 1. The CAT 
activity of the chheric constnicts was relative to pBLCAT2 value. @). Diagram of the CAT activity of 
pBL A in six different experiments. The values were relative to pBLCAT2, which was defmed as 1; the 
pBLCAT2 value was subtracted from each measurement before normaiization. 



Table 3. 1: Relative CAT activities of chimeric constructs in the presence and absence of 
asparagine. The CAT activity of pBLCAT2 in the presence of asparagine was taken as 1. 
These experiments were repeated six times. Asn, asparagine. 



these two experiments. Therefore, it is not clear that the CAT activity of pBL A was 

inducible upon asparagine starvation. The other two constructs, pBL B and pBL C, had 

CAT activity s i d a r  to that of pBLCAT2. No induction of CAT activity was observed 

with these two constructs in the absence of asparagine. 

3.3.5 Band shifk assay 

The above studies have identifkd a novel AARE'~? The regdation of AS 

transcription by the A A R E ~ O  is iikely to be mediated by one or more specific 

transcription factors binding to this cis-elernent. To begin an analysis of the protein-DNA 

interactions of this region, band shift assays were carried out. Oligonucleotides derived 

bom this region were labeled by a Klenow a - i n  reaction and were gel-purified. Cnide 

nuclear extracts fiom wild type CHO cells grown in the presence of asparagine were used. 

AU of the probes contained the 13 bp core AARE'~' and were namd according to their 

lengths, as indicated in Figure 3.7. Both P42 and P32 detected a single cornplex with 

sirriüar migration. The shortest probe, P25, detected two very faint complexes that 

migrated more slowly than the cornplex detected by P42 and P32; these were not 

considered to be significant. Unlabelled probe cornpetition was performed for P42 and the 

unlabeiled probe competed specifically for complex formation. When longer 

oligonucleotide probes [P65, P62, and P62(del)] were used, they detected a single 

complex. The P62(del) oligonucleotides with three bp depletion at the major In. failed to 

affect the binding . 
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Figure 3.7: Band shift assays using AARE~~O containhg hgments. A. Oligonucleotides used in the 
experiments. P62 was a fragment denved fi-om digestion of CAT A with HhaI and DdeI. P62(del) was 
derived ffom CAT AM, which had a three bp deletion starting at the major transcription initiation site. 
P65 was a fragment derived from Hindm and Me1 digestion of CAT D. P42, P32 and P25 were generated 
by digesting CAT IV, CAT V and CAT VI, respectively, with Hindm and AvaII. B. Band shift assays. 
(1) Lanes 1 and 4 contained P42, lanes 2 and 5 contained P32, and lanes 3 and 6 contained P25, with and 
without nuclear extract, respectively. (2) Band shift assays using P42. Lane 1 contained free labeled P42 
oniy, lane 2 the nuclear extract and labeled P42, lanes 3 and 4 nuclear extract, labeled P42, and 20- and 
100-fold unlabeled probe, respectively. (3) Lanes 1,2. and 3 contained the free unlabeled oligonucleotides, 
P62,P62(del) and P65, respectively. Lanes 4,5, and 6 were comparable, but the oligonucleotides were 
mixed with nuclear extracts. 10pg nuclear extract was used in each reactioa, and low salt bdfer (see 
methods) was used. 



Discussion 

Since CAT activity of AS promoter constructs can be induced by asparagine 

starvation, the AS gene is regulated by asparagine depletion at the transcriptional level in 

CHO ceh. The CAT inducibility of deletion constnicts without exon 1 (the major 

transcript) indicate that the 5' UTR is not important for the up-regulation. The region 

required for mediating the CAT induction was refhed by deletion analysis to a 13 bp 

region, the AARE'~'. The mutation andysis using the CAT AM construct connmied that 

the AARE'~' element is the actual region, which mediates the transcriptional induction of 

AS upon asparagine depletion. The CAT BM constnict helped to define the 3' boundary 

of the AARE'~'. An identical sequence is found in the hurnan AS promoter, upstrearn of 

its major transcription start site (10,ll. 129,133). Although the putative human AARE 

identified by Basilico et al. (214. 215) is only seven bp (5'-CATGATG-3'), the 5' C is not 

conserved in AARE'*'. However, mutations at two Gs in this sequence disrupted CAT 

induction, as shown with the CAT AM construct, suggesting that AARE~'  is the 

conserved element in CHO ceh. 

We dernonstrated by chimeric promoter analysis that a 24 bp sequence with the 

-CHO was able to mediate tk promoter induction with amino acid starvation. 

However, the 13 bp AARE'*', as well as two other short fragments shifted either 5' or 3' 

relative to the 13 bp AARE'~' sequemes faüed to do so. The lack of CAT inducibility 

using the 13 bp AARE'~' in the chimric promoter analysis is not necessarily in conflict 

with the deletion data. My interpretation is that the regdatory element must have a certain 

rriinimal level of activity with the tk promoter in order to see any eftkct. The tk basic 

promoter is moderately active. In the natural AS promoter, any CAT activity above 



PSVoCAT is denved fkom the AS promoter. The induction of CAT activity can be 

detected at relatively low levels of CAT activity. When using the tk promoter, the CAT 

activity introduced by the regulatory elernent can be hidden in the background when the 

element is only weakly positive. The pBL A construct had higher CAT activity than 

pBLCAT2 in the presence of asparagine, but lacked CAT inducibility upon amho acid 

depletion. Consequently, this 5'-shifted element did not have the fuil AARE'~' sequence. 

Although pBL B had the AARE'~' sequence, the lack of CAT induction in this construct 

indicated that A A R E ~ *  alone was not sufficient to activate the tk promoter in the 

presence or absence of asparagine. On the other hand, the lack of CAT inducibility by 

amino acid starvation was expected for pBL C, since the mutation analysis indicated that 

the GATG was essential for AARE'~' function, and pBL C lacked this sequence. The 

sequence introduced into pBL C also lacked positive activity with the tic promoter. 

From the chirnenc analysis, we conclude that the 24 bp AARE- sequence is not 

ody an AARE but also a strong positive promoter elernent. Mutations at the first and third 

bp of the A A R E ~ ~ O  (the CAT AM construct) decreased promoter activity even in the 

presence of asparagine. The 5' portion of this sequence seem to be more important in 

activating transcription, since pBL A had sorne positive promoter activity, but lacked CAT 

inducibitity. These data suggest that the 24 bp AARE'~' contamg sequence has two 

roles in transcription: first, as a positive elenient in both normal and asparagine-depnved 

conditions; second, as a cis-elemnt to mediate the induction of tk transcription with 

amino acid starvation. 

A nuclear factor fiom wild type CHO cells was found to bind specincally to the 

A.AIECHo. It is likely that the increased AS transcription induced by amino acid starvation 



is mediated by interaction of the A A R E ~ O  with this trans-factor. The A A R E ~ O  binding 

protein may be subject to regulation by the amino acid starvation signal transduction 

pathway. The activity of this trans-factor may be regulated by any one of several 

rnechanisrns, such as changes of its abundance, inhibitor binding, post-translational 

modification, CO-factor binding or nuclear localilsition. In Fast, GCN4 is a transcription 

factor induced by amino acid starvation at the translational level (56). AU amino acid 

biosynthetic genes in yeast are upregulated by GCN4 which binds to a specific target 

sequence in the promoter region of these genes (50,213). Whether the level of the 

corresponding mamrnalian factor acts in a similar rnanner is presently unknown. The next 

challenge will be to isolate the tram-factors binding to the AARE'~', and to study their 

regulation by amho acid starvation. The molecular rnechanisms of transactivation by this 

factor can then be analyzed. 

Because the 24 bp AARE~*O sequence can drive a heterologous promoter in 

response to amino acid starvation, this sequence can be used as an inducible promoter 

element in rnarnmalian expression systems. The developrnent of man& expression 

systems is often limited by the tissue-specificity of the expression, and the cytotoxic e&ct 

of high level expression dnven by strong viral promoters. The A A R E ~ ~ O  is derived fiom a 

housekeeping gene and most mammalian tissues express this gene. Consequently, it is 

likely that the AARJ?~O rnay be used to regulate gene expression in a wide range of tissue 

C U ~ N ~  cells. Induced expression can be easily achieved by simple amino acid starvation, 

and the process is reversible. 

In sumrnary, the AS gene is upregulated by amino acid starvation at the 

transcriptional level through a novel sequence, 5'-GATGAAACTTCCC-3', the AARE- 



element, The future goal of research on this element will be to dissect the amino a d  

starvation signal transduction pathway itself. The cloning and functional analysis of the 

components will identify the molecular controis that participate in this pathway. 



Chapter Four 

UNCHARGED tRNAS FUNCTION AS SENSOR MOLECULES FOR 

AMIN0 ACID STARVATION IN REGULATION OF THE 

ASPARAGINE SYNTHETASE GENE 



Abstract 

Previous studies indicate that the induction of AS gene expression by amino acid 

starvation occurs at the transcriptional level. The cis-element mediating this response has 

been identifîed and a specific nuclear protein complex can bind to it. It has been speculated 

that uncharged tRNA might function as a sensor molecule for the starvation signaL 

Bioc hemical studies have s hown that AS enzymatic ac tivity is induced by the accumulation 

of uncharged tRNAs even in the presence of comsponding arnino acids. To test whether 

uncharged tRNAs induce AS expression at the transcriptional level, two temperature- 

sensitive CHO cell lines, ASNS and tsH1, with mutation in a ~ ~ a r a ~ i n ~ 1 - t ~ ~ ~ ~  

synthetase and l eucy l -~RNA~ synthetase respectively, were used. 1 cornpared CAT 

activity of AS promoter constmcts transfected into ASNS and tsHl at permissive (34'0 

and the non-permissive temperatures (37OC and 38S0C). CAT activity was induced upon 

temperature shifi for both cell lines and the induction was suppressed by increasing the 

concentration of the cognate amino acid in the culture medium The sequence mdiating 

CAT induction was identified to be the same region determined by asparagine starvation. 

We conclude that uncharged tRNA acts downstream of the amho acid starvation signaL 

Since multiple transcription start sites are present in the AS gene, alternative initiation 

usage was assessed under both growth conditions. The results indicate that the 

downstream initiation site is dominant under both growth conditions. Therefore, the small 

uORF within the long transcnpt did not seem to play a signincant role in controlling AS 

expression Uidicating that litde, if any, of AS regdation observed results fkom translational 

control of their transcripts. 



4.1 Introduction 

The AS gene is induced at the transcriptional level by asparagine depletion 

(214,215). The sequence mediating this response, AARE~", was identified in the 5' 

promo ter region of the AS gene preceding the major transcription start site. However, it is 

still not known how the arnino acid starvation signal is sensed and transduced into 

increased expression of the AS gene at the transcriptional level. Biochemical data show 

that accumulation of uncharged tRNAs in two temperature-sensitive CHO cell hes ,  

ASNS and tsH1, can induce AS enzyiiatic activity upon temperature shi€t even in the 

presence of the correspondhg arnino acid (12.13). The molecular defect is in asparaginyl- 

~ R N A ~  synthetase for ASNS and in l eucyl -~RNA~ synthetase for tsH1. These 

temperature sensitive mutants grow Iike wiid type ceiis at the permissive temperature 

(34°C) and stop growth at the non-permissive temperature (39S°C). The accumulation of 

uncharged tRNA is temperature dependent. Increase of the concentrations of the cognate 

amino acid in the medium can rescue the mutant phenotype at non-permissive temperature 

by increased charging of the tRNA. These observations lead to the speculation that 

uncharged tEWA acts downstrearn of the amho acid starvation signal as a sensor molecule 

leading to AS gene induction. 

In yeast, uncharged tRNA acts downstrearn of the amho acid starvation signal and 

activates GCN2 kinase by binding to its h i s t i dy l - t~~~*"  synthetase (HisRS)-like dornain. 

Since the HisRS dornain lacks selective binding to a specifîc uncharged tRNA, any 

uncharged tRNA can bind to it. Therefore, the GCN2 kinase can be activated by depletion 

of any amino acid and integrates the starvation signals to a common downstrearn target. 

The central control mechanism was reviewed in Chapter One. 



To determine whether uncharged tRNA increases AS activity through the s a m  

molecular mchanism, we carried out temperature shift experinrents for ASNS and tSH1. 

AS promoter constnicts were transfected into these two cell lines and the CAT activity 

was compared between celis grown at the permissive temperature (34'~)  and the 

restrictive temperatures (37OC and 385°C). 

In yeast, the CPAl gene is specifically regulated at the translational kvel by 

arginine, in addition to king regulated by the central control mechanism (64). A srna11 

uORF in the 5' untranslated region of its transcript inhibits its translation in the presence 

of arginine and releases its suppression upon arginine depletion. It has been proposed that 

the srnall peptide translated fiom the uORF rnay bind a regulatory protein which is 

activated by arginine. As a result of this peptide-protein interaction, translation of the 

downstream gene is blocked. Upon arginine depletion, the release of this inhibitory protein 

from the leader sequence makes downstream translation possible. In the AS gene of CHO 

cells, a srnail uORF is present within the 5' UTR of its long transcript. This uORF, which 

lacks an asparagine residue, could encode a 14 amino acid peptide. The DNA sequence of 

this smali uORF is conserved between the CHO and human AS genes: at the nucleotide 

level, there is 87% identity (six bp are dinerent) and at the peptide leveî, there is 79% 

identity (three arnino acid residues are different) between the CHO and human ORFs. The 

conserved nature of this uORF suggests that it may be important for AS expression. 

Whether the sniall uORF of the CHO AS gene has a siniilar function as the uORF in CPAl 

is currently unlaiown. In this chapter, we descrii experirnents designed to determine 

whether th& uORF functions in AS reguiation upon amino acid depletion. Fist, the 

transcription start site usage of the AS gene was deterrnîned for dd-type CHO ceh 



under nomial and asparagine depleted conditions. Then the significance of the srnall uORF 

within the long transcript was assessed in conditions of amino acid starvation. 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4. 2. 1 Deletion Constructs 

The AS promoter constructs used in this study have k e n  d escribed in the pre 

chapter. Four additional 5' deletion constnicts were used, AK CAT, CAT d, CAT d' and 

CAT II'. AK CA1' (-62 to +256) was an AS promoter construct generated by AluI and 

KpnI digestion of the EK CAT, an AS promoter construct described in Chapter Two. 

CAT d begins at +13 upstream and CAT d' begins at +19 upstrearn region. The 3' end for 

both constnicts was +256 relative to the f h t  transcription start site (+1). CAT II' was a 3' 

deletion construct covering -47 to +89. 

4.2.2 DNA transfeetion and temperature shift expenments 

Liposome-mediated DNA transfection was used and the detailed procedures have 

ken  described in the last chapter. The temperature shift experiment for ASNS and tsHl 

was carried out using rnethods comparable to the starvation experinients. Ceils were 

grown at Werent temperatures instead of king grown in di&rent media (Figure 4.1). 

Transfections were carried out using rnethods sunüar to those used for wüd type CHO 

cells except that the temperature was 34OC. After transfection, cells fiom the s a m  dish 

were divided into two aliquots in complete a-MEM and put at the permissive temperature 

(34'C). After ceh  had settied to the bottom of the petri dishes (approximately 6 to 8 h), 

one plate was grown at the Iow temperature (34'~) and the other at higher temperatures 



Temperature Shift Experiment 

Figure 4. 1: The design of the temperature shift expriment. The AS promoter constmcts and the 
Lac2 expression vector were CO-transfected into temperature sensitive ceîi lines, tsHl and ASNS. 
After transfection, the ceiis h m  the same transfection reaction were divided into two population, 
one grown in permissive temperature (34OC) and the other grown in higher temperatures (37OC or 
38S°C). The CAT assay was performed 3 to 6 days after temperature shift. 



(37'~ or 38S°C). Because of the difference in the growth rates at the permissive (34OC) 

and non-permissive ( 3 7 ' ~  or 38S°C) tempcratures, the ratio of the initial ceil nurnber for 

the duplicate plates was 1:3 to 1 5  for the low temperature plates cornpared to the higher 

temperature plates. At the thne of harvest, sllnilar ce1 numbers were achieved among the 

plates in both growth conditions. Ceils were harvested after 3 or 5 days, and CAT activity 

was determined by thin layer chromatography (TLC). For amho acid-rnediated 

suppression experiments, a higher concentration of asparagine or leucine was used as 

described in the text. The CAT assay of wild type CHO cells was used as conûol for the 

temperature shift experiments. A lower asparagine concentration was used for wild type 

cells, as indicated in the text. 

4.2.3 Tissue culture 

The rnethods for wild type CHO ceil culture were described in Chapter Two. The 

culture medium used was complete a-MEM with 10% FCS and antibiotics (penicillin and 

streptomycin) (complete a-MEM). The temperature-sensitive mutants. ASNS and tsH1, 

were kept at 34°C in complete a-MEM. The transfected ASNS and tsH 1 cells were shifted 

to higher temperatures as required by the experiments and different amounts of asparagine 

or leucine were added as indicated in the text. The concentrated amino acids were 

prepared as 100-fold stocks, which were pH balanced and filtered through 0.2 pm pore 

size tissue culture filters. 

4.2.4 Primer extension 

The mthod has ken  descriid previously (10). Cesium chloride (CsCl) 



ultracentrifugation was used to extract total RNA. The mRNA was purified fiom total 

RNA using polyT based mRNA purification kit from Qiagen. To ta1 RNA and mRNA were 

prepared from Werent cell lines, including wild type CHO cells and two CHO cell lines 

with AS gene amplification, CHO E and CHO MbR52. The CHO AlbR52 cell line has been 

descnbed before (10). The CHO E cell line, which is selected in Albizziin, has an 8-fold 

amplification of the AS gene. The primers used were derived fiom exon 1. AS 40rner a 

started at the end of the exon 1 and AS 19mer, AS 20mer and AS 40rner b were derived 

from the same region as indicated in Figure 4. 3. The sequences of these prhmrs were as 

foilows - AS 20rner: (+98) 5' -AGGAGCAGAGGACTGCTTCT-3' (+79); AS 19rner: 

(+97) 5' -GGAGCAGAGGACTGCTTCT-3' (+79); AS 40rner b: (+los) 5' - 
GACACGAAGGAC,CAGAGGACTGCTTCTTACCrTTAGAGCAG-3 (+66); and AS 

40mr a: (+156) S-TGCTCGCTGGTGGCTAGGGCCAGAGGAGGCGGGAGAGGA- 

3' (+117). The shared sequence among the &st three primers is underlined. The amount 

of RNA and the primers used for individual experiments are indicated in the text. 

Reactions were electrophoresed through an 8% denaturing polyacrylamide geL 

Sequencing of M 13 using 4 0  mer was used as a size rriarker. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Induction of CAT activity by accumulation of uncharged tRNAs 

To test whether the accumulation of uncharged tRNAs can niediate the starvation 

signal under amino acid starvation conditions, we tested the CAT activity of an AS 

promoter construct, PS CAT, in ASNS and tsHl cell lines by a temperature shift assay. 

We compared the CAT activities of the s a m  AS promoter construct under low and high 
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Figure 4.2: Induction of CAT activity in PS CAT in two temperature sensitive celi lines, ASNS 
and tsH1, upon temperature shik A. A schematic presentation of the AS promoter construct, PS 
CAT(-877 to +256), used for temperature shift experiment. The AARECHo identified by amino 
acid starvation is show as a blue oval. B. The CAT induction in ASNS (temperature-sensitive 
mutation in asparaginyl-tRNA synthetase) and tsH 1 (temperature-sensitive mutation in leucyl- 
tRNA synthetse). Cells were transfected with PS CAT and grown at different temperatures and 
different concentrations of the corresponding amino acids. Wild type CHO ceils were used as 
control. LiAREcHo, CHO amino acid response element. ASN: asparagine. LEU: leucine. The 
concentration of amino acid in the normal a-MEM was defmed as 1. T O C :  temperature. CAT, 
relative CAT activity as compared to 34OC in complete a-MEM in each celi line. 



temperatures 3 or 5 days post transfection. The results are shown in Figure 4.2. The CAT 

activity was induced by the ternperature shift for the longest construct, PS CAT, in both 

ASNS and tsH1 cell Lines. The induction of CAT activity in ASNS and tsHl was 

temperature dependent; i e., the level of induction increased with increased temperature. 

At 38.5"C, the induction was up to 4fold in ASNS. Increased concentrations of the 

cognate amino acid in the medium suppressed the temperature-triggered induction in both 

the ASNS and tsHl cell ünes, and the suppression was concentration dependent (the 

concentration in complete a-MEM is defined as 1). There was no induction of CAT 

activity in control wild type CHO ceUs upon a shift to higher temperatures. Instead, a 

lower level of asparagine in the medium induced CAT expression in wild type CHO cells, 

consistent with the starvation experimnts. The level of induction was relatively low in this 

case (approxirnately 2-fold), since it was due to a decreased level of asparagine in the 

medium rather than depletion of this amino acid. 

For quantitative analyses, three dBerent deletion consLnicts were transfected into 

the tsH 1 celi line. The CAT activities were rneasured after growing for 3 to 5 days at 

either the permissive ternperature of 3 4 ' ~  or the restrictive temperature of 37°C. CAT 

induction occurred at 37*C, although cells grown at this temperature did not show growth 

arrest. In tsH 1, suppression of CAT induction by leucine was observed at a concentration 

10-fold greater than in complete a-MEM. There was a negative correlation between CAT 

induction and the concentration of the cognate amino acid in the culture medium (Figure 

4.3). 
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Figure 4.3: Quantitative presentation of CAT induction by different AS promoter constructs in tsHl 
upon temperature shift. A. Schematic representation of the AS constructs used in the temperature 
shift experiment B. A histograrn of the induction by temperature shift and suppression of the 
induction by increasing leucine concentration in these constructs. CAT activity of each of these three 
constructs in complete a-MEM was defïned as 1. Values of CAT activity were means of three 
separate experiments.The Leu, leucine. The concentration of leucine in complete a-MEM was defined 
as lx. The error bars represent standard deviations. 



4. 3. 2 Identification of the cis-element mediating AS promoter induction upon 

temperature shift in tsHl 

To determine whether the samc cis-element is responsible for AS induction by 

uncharged tRNAs, we carried out the temperature shift experiment in tsHl cell h e  using 

5' and 3' deletion constructs described in Chapter Two and Three. The CAT activities of 

various AS promoter constructs were measured and cornpared at the permissive 

ternperature (34'C) and a restrictive temperature (38S°C). Resuits sirnilar to those of the 

starvation experiments were O btained in the ternperature shift experiments (Figure 4.4.). 

The CAT D and CAT VI constructs retained the normal level of induction upon 

temperature shift. CAT D had 2.1-fold induction and the CAT M displayed a 2.05-fold 

induction. Two 5' deletion constmcts, CAT d (+13 to +256) and CAT d' (+19 to +256), 

both of which are srnaller than CAT D, were also tested, and both displayed a relatively 

good induction. These results restricted the region for mediating the induction to a 

sequence +19 to +44 relative to the 5' transcription start site. EH CAT (-231 to +22) was 

not induced (1.2-fold). The region was thus funher restricted to +22 5'- 

CGGCGATATGATGAAACTTCCÇ-3' +44. The 13 bp AARE'~' identified by the 

starvation experiment is within this 23 bp sequence. 

4.3.3 Alternative promoter usage and the uORF 

In order to determine whether alternative transcription site usage is a mchanism 

ernployed to reguiate AS expression under different growth conditions, we did primer 

extension assays using total RNA and mRNA fiom wild type CHO cells grown under 

n o d  growth conditions or asparagine depleted conditions. The pwiers were derived 
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Figure 4.4: Determination of the region mediating AS induction by uncharged tRNAs. Temperature 
shift experiments were perfomed for a variety of AS promoter constmcts using ASN5 cells. CAT 
activity was induced in most of these constructs despite the reduced promoter activities. EH CAT 
did not show any induction. CAT VI was the shortest deletion construct with inducibiiity. The shared 
region between CAT VI and EH CAT was CGGCGATATGATGAAACTTCCC. The underlined 
region is the amino acid response element identified by amino acid starvation. 



from exon 1. The results indicate that the downstrem initiation site is the dominant one in 

both wild type CHO and AS amplified CHO cell hes,  no matter which growth conditions 

were used (Figure 4.5). The reported upstrearn start site was undetectable in some primer 

extension reactions using the AS 40mer a. Other rninor sites were detected both upstrearn 

and downstrearn of the major start site, but they did not extend past the rninor initiation 

site proposed before. When we used primers closer to the Inr(s), the upstream initiation 

site was detected in CHO E and NbR52, the two CHO cell lines with AS gene 

amplification. The level of upstream initiation was very low. In primer extension assays 

using these primers with mRNA from wild type CHO cells, the upstream site was detected 

though the band was very faint (data not shown). 

4.4 Discussion 

The temperature shift experiment confimied that uncharged tRNAs regulate AS 

expression at the transcriptional level. The cis-element mediating the induction of AS was 

determined to be the same region as that identifïed by starvation experiments. Since we 

did not test CAT E, the sequence was a fcw bp longer at the 5' of AARE"'. 

The primer extension data indicate that upstrearn initiation is weak, either in the 

presence or in the absence of asparagine. Thus, alternative initiation site usage does not 

seem to be the mcchanism to regulate AS expression under dinerent growth conditions. 

Since the contribution of the long transcript to the total AS mRNA is low, it is unljkely 

that the small uORF acts as a major functional unit in AS translational control. The 

inability to detect use of the upstrearn start site in primer extension reactions using AS 

40mer a may be explained by the low Ievel of upstream site usage, the highly GC rich 
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Figure 4.5: Primer extension assays. A. Primers used for the experiment. The Blue box indicates the main exon and iheyellow box indicates 
the extra-sequence of the exon introduced by upstream initiation. Two arrows indicate thetranscription initiation sites detected previously 
using mRNA from A1bR52, an AS gene amplified ce11 line. B. The extension using total RNA and mRNA from wild type CHO cells in the 
presence and absence of asparagine and AS amplified CHO ce11 lines, CHO E and AlbR52. The primer used in this experiment was AS 40 
mer b. The big arrow indicaies the major transcription start site and the small m w s  indicate the minor start sites. C. Primer extension 
using the AS 19 mer, AS 20 mer and AS 40 mer a, respectively, in lane 1, lane 2 and lane 3 for CHO E. For AlbS2, lanes 4.5. and 6 were 
primer extension reactions using AS 19-mer, AS 20-mer and AS 40-mer a individually. 



nature of the AS 5'-region or the use of sub-optimal primer extension conditions. 

However, we do detect upstream initiation usage using primers near to it. Since there is no 

mRNA splicing site in the sequence between the AS 40mr a and AS 40mer 4, alternative 

spiicing is unlikely. 

In accordance with these data, we propose a new mode1 for the adaptive response 

to the amino acid starvation in niaiwriaüan cells. As shown in Figure 4.6, asparagine 

depletion causes a decreased asparagine concentration in the intracellular amho acid pool. 

As a result, the charging of a ~ ~ a r a ~ i n y I - t R N ~ ~  is decreased. The downstream target of 

uncharged tRNAs is presently unknown for marnmalian cells and we do not know how 

many steps are required to transduce the starvation signal to the nucleus. The final step is 

the up-regulation of the AS gene at the transcriptional kvel which is achieved by binding 

of a nuclear protein to the AARE'~'. Based on the genetic data, we placed uncharged 

tRNA downstream of the starvation signal genetically. Other cellular responses are 

regulated by uncharged tRNA as well, such as fatty acid synthesis (216). It has been 

observed that increase of the cognate amino acids rescues the mutant phenotype of the 

ASNS and tsHlat the non-permissive temperatures. At the molecular level the 

corresponding tRN A charging increases at non-permissive temperatures with large arnount 

of asparagine or Ieucine for ASNS and tsHl respectively. 

Since the AS gene is induced by depletion of différent amino acids and by reduced 

charging of non-cognate tRNAs, a central control mchanisrn may operate in mamnialian 

cells (12,13,196) to control amino acid biosynthesis. We can imagine that when amho 

acid starvation occurs in marrrmals by reduced protein intake or decreased absorption of 

nueients, the resuit will be a deficiency of many amho acids. In response to this 
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Figure 4.6: A simple mode1 of AS gene induction by asparagine starvation. Asparagine depletion 
causes a decrease of the intracellular asparagine pool, t l 3 . N ~ ~ ~ ~  charging decreases and the uncharged 
tRNAASn accumulates. As a consequence of tRNA uncharging, a potential downstream gene named 
the regulatory gene is activated at either transcriptional or translational levels. The product of this gene 
is a transcription factor, which binds the A A R E ~ ~ O  at the 5' promoter region of the AS gene and 
activates its transcription. The transcription of the AS gene leads to increased AS activity, which restores 
the asparagine concentration in the cytoplasm. 



situation, a comrnon signal transduction pathway leading to the activation of multiple 

amino acids biosynthetic genes is economical. A single amino acid starvation can activate 

the pathway and cause a global general activation of amino acid biosynthetic genes. The 

amho acid starvation-incîuced cellular response has been reviewed in Chapter One. A 

more cornplicated model is based on reported findings as well as our own experhents 

(Figure 4.7). Some aspects of the model are speculative. In this model, arnino acid 

starvation causes decreased charging of tEUUAs. The uncharged tRNAs in tum activate a 

cormnon downstream target, probably a kinase. in doing so, eIF-Pa is phosphorylated at 

serine 51. This event could also be a consequence of the inactivation of eIF-2a 

phosphatase (197). The mamrnaiian eIF-2a kinases, PKR and HRI, are activated by 

dsRNA in a sequence-independent manner, and by heme deficiency, respectively (57, 220- 

226). They have the c o m n  target, eIF-Pa, and phosphorylate the samc serine residue 

(ser 51) in eIF-2a as observed in the amino acid depletion conditions (227,228). As 

indicated in yeast, the n x m m a h  eIF-2 alpha kinases can functionally substitute for yeast 

GCNZ (229). The phosphorylation of eIF-2a can bypass the requirernent of upstream 

components in the arnino acid starvation response pathway. Whether the AS gene can bc 

induced under conditions where these kinases are active is currently unknown and would 

be interesthg to investigate. Since they do not have the HisRS domain that binds 

uncharged tRNA, it is possible that a different kinase that can be activated by uncharged 

tRNAs exists in rnammalian ceIls. We suspect that PKR might k the target of uncharged 

tRNAs. There are several reasons for this consideration: fïrst, in addition to dsRNA from 

W u s ,  PJSR can be activated by riiaiwnalian cellular RNAs (230); second, rnost marmnalian 

tissues express PKR; third, PKR associates with ribosonies 
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Figure 4.7: A complex mode1 of amino acid depletion induced cellular responses. The amino acid 
starvation causes depletion of the intraceilular amino acid pool, which in tum Leads to accumulation 
of uncharged tRNAs. The uncharged tRNAs will result in phosphorylation of the eIF-2a at serine 5 1 
through known mechanisms, probably by activahg a kinase or inactivating a phosphatase. 
Phosphofnictokinase (PR<) is inhibited by uncharged tRNAs directly. The fructose- 1.6-biphosphate 
is the procluct of PFK and a CO-factor for a translation initiation factor, eukaryotic initiation factor 2B 
(eIF-2B). Therefore, general translation is inhibited by eIF-2a phosphorylation and reduced eIF-2B 
activity. These changes probably regulate a transcription factor at either the transcriptional or 
translational level through unknown steps. The transcription factor then binds to the A A R E ~ ~ O  in the 
promoter region of most amino acid biosynthetic genes. The up regdation of these genes results in 
amino acid synthesis. Other genes regulated by amino acid starvation could be regulated by the 
bmched pathways indicated by red arrow. AA, amino acid Arrow, positive action. Dotted lines, not 
codkmed. -1, negative action. 



(226,231). The uncharged tRNA is associated with ribosome and has dsRNA smcture, 

making it a candidate molecule to activate PKR. Other arnino acid biosynthetic genes 

might be up-regulated at the transcriptional level through the sarne A A R E ~ O  within their 

promo ters. 

As reviewed in Chapter One, the GCN2 null mutants in yeast st iU  have an amino 

acid starvation induced response but at a considerably lower level (66). GCN2 is 

dispensable during the initiation phase of the cellular response to amino acid starvation. 

Other components have k e n  found to cornplemnt the GCN2 dekct. The correspondhg 

homologues rnay be present in rnammalian systems as well. 

In summary, our study identined a molecular mechanism for AS gene up- 

regulation by amino acid starvation. Uncharged tRNAs mediate the starvation signal. 

Compared to the yeast central control mechanism, the pathway is conserved in the 

rnarnrnaiian system There are several aspects: first, the amino acid synthetase gene is up- 

regulated at the transcriptional level by amino acid starvation; second, this transcriptional 

activation occurs in response to depletion of other amino acids in addition to depletion of 

the cognate amino acid; thûd, the accumulation of uncharged tRNAs is able to bypass the 

starvation signal leading to the transcriptional activation of the amino acid biosynthetic 

gene. Although the AARE'~' shares a lirnited homology with the GCN4 binding site, the 

principk of regulation at the transcriptional level of the amino acid biosynthetic genes is 

conserved. The next step in defining the molecular basis of the control of amino a d  

biosynthesis will be to isolate and clone the AARE'~' binding factor. Then we can further 

hvestigate its regulation by amino acid starvation. Until these studies are completed other 

aspects of the pathway remah specuiative. 



Chapter Five 

IDENTIFICATION OF DNA-PROTEIN INTERACTIONS 

INVOLVED IN ASPARAGINE SYNTEIETASE GENE REGULATION 



Abstract 

Transcription factors regulate transcnption through binding to the corresponding 

DNA binding sites. Mutations in either a transcription factor or its binding site could 

affect the interaction, leading to abnormal transcriptional regdation. To understand AS 

gene transcription, I investigated the protein-DNA interactions within the AS promoter 

region. The region 1 focused on was the 5' AS promoter region, which included 

homologous region 2 and homologous region 3 between the CHO and human AS genes. 

Band shift assays and in vitro DNase 1 footprinting assays were used to study DNA- 

protein interactions within that region. Several nuclear protein binding activities were 

detected by the band shift assays. The GT box containing probes detected Spl and 

additional nuclear protein binding events. These multiple transcnption factors appeared 

to bind to this region and might regulate AS transcription. A nuclear complex was 

detected using probes containing the AARE'~'. We also found that two complexes 

forrned with probes upstream of the major initiator were phosphorylated, and 

dephosphorylation increased their DNA binding activities. 1 also observed that the 

promoter region near the two transcription start sites appeared to be extensively protected 

in DNase 1 footprinting using wild type CHO nuclear extracts, and that the region with 

the intron 1 GC box was protected as well. Taken together, these studies suggest that the 

binding activities detected in the AS promoter region are likely to be due to transcription 

factors involved in AS transcription and that phosphorylation modulates the DNA 

binding affinity of two complexes. The extensive protection fiom DNase 1 at the major 

Inr and its surrounding region suggests that multiple tram-acting factors might bind to 

this region and might be responsible for transcnption initiation of the AS gene. 



5.1 Introduction 

Transcription of mRNA by DNA-dependent RNA polymerase II involves three 

steps: initiation, elongation and temination. DNA sequences in the promoter region can 

modulate these transcription processes in a cis manner. The best understood part of 

transcription regulation is transcription initiation. Transcription initiation needs basal 

transcriptional machinery and the interaction of cellular factors with cis-elements located 

upstream or downstream of the transcription start sites. There are at least two classes of 

promoters, TATA box promoters and initiator (Inr) containing promoters (137, 232-235). 

The sequence for uir is not well defined and usually mediates housekeeping gene 

initiation (137). Unlike TATA box initiation, the transcnption initiation site is part of the 

h. Some promoters, such as the hg15 gene, even lack both a TATA box and an initiator 

sequence (236). The basal transcription machinery has low affinity binding activity to the 

promoter and various factors can either stimulate or suppress this activity. To understand 

AS gene regulation at the transcriptional level, identification of protein-DNA interactions 

in the promoter region and investigation of the effects of these interactions on 

transcription will yield important information about the regulation of asparagine 

metabolism. 

The minimal promoter region of the AS gene in wild type CHO cells has been 

detexmined and several positive cis-elements have been identified in it as described in 

Chapter Two. nie major Inr itself, as well as nearby sequences. are essential for AS 

transcription initiation site selection and its promoter activity. The 5' GCIGT 1, GC/GT 2 

(the rninor Inr) and downstream GC/GT 4 in the first intron are positive elements for AS 

expression. A novel DNA sequence, containing the A A R E ~ ~ ~ ,  has multiple functions, as 



a positive element for AS transcription, as the translation initiation site for the small 

uOW within the long transcript, and as a response elcment for amino acid starvation. A 

challenge is to identify the trans-acting factors binding to these elements and the 

unidentified cis-elements within the minimal AS promoter. Since the 5' region of the AS 

promoter has putative API sites and Spl sites, purified APl and Sp 1 were used for band 

shifi assays. It has been reported that Spl binds GT boxes and GC boxes with similar 

affinity. The GC box can bind many other trans-acting factors and was reviewed in 

Chapter One. Other factors have been reported to bind to the Inr, including TFIID, pol II, 

W1, USF, and TFII-1, depending on the promoter context. 1 tested the binding of nuclear 

proteins to the AS Inr(s) by band shift assays. 

Transcription factor phosphorylation plays an important role in regulating gene 

expression (237,239). To determine whether this form of modification participates in the 

regulation of AS gene transcription, band shift assays using dephosphorylated nuclear 

extracts were performed for two probes. in addition to band shift assays, in vitro DNase I 

footpnnting using cmde nuclear extracts fkom wild type CHO cells were carried out to 

define the DNA sequences mediating DNA-protein interactions within the AS promoter 

region. 

5.2 Materials and Methods 

5. 2.1 Materials 

Restriction enzymes and other modifying enzymes [T4 kinase, calf intestine 

phosphatase (cip)] were obtained from GIBCO BRL, Phannacia or New England 

Biolabs. S treptavidin magnetic beads and magnetic separator were purchased from 



Boehringer Mannheim. Biotin-labeled primers were obtained from the Hospital for Sick 

Children (HSC) Biotechnology Service Center (Toronto) and stored at -20°C in the dark. 

Other primers were synthesized by the ACGT Company (Toronto) or by the same center 

as for biotin-prirners. The radioisotopes including [ 3 2 ~ ] - ~ ~ ~ ,  [ 3 2 ~ ] - d ~ ~ ~ ,  were either 

corn Amersharn Life Science or Dupont. Protein quantification kits were purchased from 

Pierce. Other chemicals were mainly from Sigma, and Taq polymerase was from Perkin 

Elmer. 

5.2.2 DNase 1 footprinting 

Solid phase DNase 1 footprinting was perfonned as descnbed by Saudaltzopoulos, 

et al. (240, 241) using a kit purchased from Boehnnger Mannheim Company. 

Imrnobilization of the target DNA on streptavidin-coated paramagnetic beads enables the 

quick and quantitative purification of nicked fragments afier DNase I treatment in a 

magnetic field. The procedure is outlined in Figure 5.1. Cnide nuclear extracts from wild 

type CHO cells were used for the binding. The small-scale nuclear protein preparation 

method was based on the method in the Cment Protocols in Molecular Biology (206). 

The optimal DNase I concentration for each probe was detemiined before subjecting 

nuclear extracts to DNA binding reactions. S ince the T4 pol ynucleotide kinase cannot 

phosphorylate biotin-labeled primers, the purified double strand PCR product can be used 

for end labeling with only one end being labeled. For each reaction, 1 o4 cpm radioactivity 

was used. The binding buffer included 12% giycerol, 12 mM HEPES, 60 rnM KCl, 1 rnM 

EDTA, 1 mM Dm, 100 pg/d BSA, 2% PVA, 40 pg/d polylysine, 8 pg/ml poly(dA- 

dT)(dA-dT). The reaction was carried out for 5 minutes at room temperature and stopped 



using 4 M NaCl and 100 m M  EDTA. The beads were washed and heated before loading 

to 8% denaturing polyacrylamide gel. Gels were dried at 80'~ and exposed to Kodak 

biomax film for radiography. Film was developed afier at l e s t  24 hours. Sequencing of 

M 13 single strand plasrnid with a downstream primer, -40 mer, was used as a molecular 

marker. 

The biotin labeled primers, including three sense primers (AS biotin 1, 2, and 3) 

and one revened primer (AS biotin rev), are listed below AS biotin 1, (-108) 5' - 

XAAGAACAGAAGCAAGCCGCC-3' (-89); AS biotin 2: (-26) 5' - 

XGTCGCACGTCAGCACTGCGG-3' (-7); AS biotin 3: (+79) 5' - 

XAGAAGCAGTCCTCTGCTCCT-3' (+98); and AS biotin rev, (+156) 5' - 
XCTGCTCGCTGGTGGCTAGGG-3' (+137). The X indicates the biotin motif. Other 

pnmers included Mut 1, Mut 2, AS 4ûmer b and CAT 3' primer. The Mut 1 and Mut 2 

were initially used to create CAT AM, which has two point mutations as descnbed in the 

previous chapter. The mutagenesis was mention in Chapter Two. The sequences are Mut 

1 (+21) 5'-TCCGGCGATATCAT-CTTCCC-3' (+44) and the complernentary Mut 

2 (+44) 5'-GGGAAGTTTGATGATATCGCCGGA-3' (+21). The mutant bases are 

underlined. CAT 3' primer is 5'-ccaagcTTGGTACCCGCGTGCCC-3' (+256 to +240), in 

which the HindIII tag is indicated in small letters. The AS 40 mer b was denved fiom 

exon 1 and its sequence is listed as (+105) 5'- 

GACACGAAGGAGCAGAGGACTGCTTCTTACCTTAGAGCAG (+67). Primer 

pairs have been used to generate double-stranded products: AS biotin rev and Mut 1 for 

Biotin sense 1; AS biotin 1 and Mut 2 for Biotin antisense 1; AS biotin 2 and AS 40mer b 





for Biotin antisense 2; AS biotin 3 and CAT3' primer for Biotin antisense 3. The probes 

are named in an order fiom 5' to 3'. 

5.2.3 Mobility shift assay 

Nuclear extracts were prepared from wild type CHO cells grown in monolayer 

culture in complete a-MEM medium (a-MEM, +lO%FCS, +AB) by the method 

described in Current Protocols in Molecular Biology (206). The hi& salt buffer was 1.4 

M to 1.6 M KCI. Nuclear extracts were dialyzed against dialysis buffer for 1 hour at 4 ' ~  

and then against 1X binding buffer for another hou.  Dialysis buffer included 20 mM 

HEPES (pH 7.9 at  OC), 20% glycerol, 100 mM KCI, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.2 mM PMSF, 

and 0.5 m M  DTT. The 1 X binding buffer included 12% glycerol, 12 rnM HEPES-NaOH 

(pH 7.9), 4 rnM Tris-Cl (pH 7.9), 60 mM KCI, 1 mM EDTA and 1 rnM DTT, and 0.2 

mM PMSF. The protein concentration was deterrnined by using a BCA protein assay kit 

(Pierce). Aliquots were stored at -70'~ and usually were used within three months and 

the remains of the aliquots were discarded after thawing. Double stranded DNA probes 

were produced either by digestion with restriction enzymes or by PCR reactions followed 

by either gel purification or microcon filter purification. Probes were end-labeled with a- 

[ 3 2 ~ ] - d ~ ~ ~  by fill-in reaction with Klenow fragment or with a - [ 3 2 ~ ] - ~ ~ ~  by T4 

nucleotide kinase. 104 counts radioactivity was used for each reaction. Binding reactions 

were performed in a final volume of 15 pl to 20 pl of 1X binding buffer at room 

temperature for 15 minutes. Probes were incubated with 5 pg to 20 pg nuclear protein. 

Different amounts of non-specific DNA carrier were used as indicated in the text. The 

carriers used include poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT), pol y(&-dC)(dI-dC), salmon sperm DNA and 



other non-specific DNA (phage b ) as indicated in the text. Specific cold competitor 

DNA was included in reactions where indicated. Samples were separated by 

electrophoresis through a 4-8% non-denaturing polyacrylarnide (acrylarnide/bis 29: 1) gel 

at low or high stringent buffer at room temperature or SOC (Cument Protocols in 

Molecular Biology) (206). The low stringency buffer and gel were exactly the same as 

descnbed in Current Protocols. When using low stringency buffer, the circulation of 

buffer between upper tank and bottom tank was ensured. in most cases, 0.5X TBE was 

used as high stringency buffer. Gels were pre-nui for 30 minutes before loading sarnples. 

The power applied was 12 volts/cm. Gels were dried and exposed to Kodak X-ray film 

for autoradiography. 

Punfied transcription factors Spl and APl were purchased from Santa Cruz 

Biotechnology. They were diluted to 1 footprinting unit per pl in 1X binding buffer and 

stored at - 70 '~  in aliquots. 1X Lazar's binding buffer (10 rnM HEPES pH 7.9, 80 mM 

KC1,4% glycerol, 0.1 rnM EDTA, 0.1 rnM EGTA, 0.25 rnM PMSF, and 0.25 m M  DTT) 

was used for Spl and APl binding. Glycerol concentration was adjusted to 10%. 

The DNA hgrnents generated by restriction enzyme cutting included P97 (-23 to 

+74), P65 (+IO to +74), Pl45 (+20 to +164), P66 (-47 to +19) and Pl85 (+72 to +256). 

P97 was produced by digesting the CAT (-23 to +256), an AS promoter constnict 

generated by Ba131 deletion, with HindIII and DdeI. P65 was the HindIII and DdeI 

fiagrnent of CAT D. Pl45 was the AvaII fiagment fiom +20 ICI +164. P66 was the 5' 

fiagment of HindIII and AvaII of CAT B. The longest constmct analyzed for AS 

promoter activity, P185, was the DdeI and K p d  fragment covering most of the exon 1 

and the intron 1 region. 



The regions arnplified by PCR are listed below in an order fiorn 5' to 3': Pl 

(+IO8 to -10) by primer CAT 5' primer and AS rev; P2 (-26 to +44) by AS 17mer and 

Mut 2; P3 (+1 to +97) by AS 25mer and AS 19mer; P4 (+21 to +105) by Mut land AS 

40mer b; and P5 (+79 to +156) by AS 3 and AS biotin 5. New primers are listed below: 

AS rev, (-7) 5'-CCGCAGTGCTGACGTGCGAC-3' (-26); AS lïmer, (-26) 5'- 

GTCGCACGTCAGCACTG-3' (- 10); AS 3, (+79) 5'-AGAAGCAGTCCTCTGGCG 

(+98); and AS biotin 5, (+ 1 56) 5'-CTGCTCGCTGGTGGCTAGGG-3' (+ 137). P 1 rn and 

P2m were produced using two mutants, GCGT M 1 and GC/GT M2, respectively. 

5.2.4 Tissue culture 

The rnethod for wild type CHO ce11 culture was described in Chapter Two. 

Culture medium used was complete a-MEM with 10% FCS and antibioiics (penicillin 

and strepiomycin). 

5.2.5 Nuciear protein dephosphorylation 

The dephosphorylation of nuclear extracts was carried out in 25 mM HEPES, pH 

7.5, 34 mM KCl, 50 mM MgClz at 30'~ for 5 minutes, then 15 min on ice with calf 

intestinal alkaline phosphatase (cip) (1 unit/50 pg of nuclear extract). The 

dephosphorylation reaction was stopped by the addition of a mixture of inhibitors to final 

concentrations of 10 mM NaF, 10 mM sodium vanadate, 10 m M  potassium 

pymphosphate, and 5 m M  sodium phosphate. The dephosphorylation reaction was 

carried out in a larger batch of nuclear extract and aliquots were stored at -70°C. The 



phosphatase inhibitors were added to the nuclear extracts before the 30°C incubation with 

cip for the mock dephosphorylation control. 

5.3 Results 

5.3.1 Identification of ouclear protein binding by band shift assay 

The band shift assay using restriction enzyme generated probes 

Probes labeled by Klenow fill-in reactions are preferred for band shift assays, 

since the phosphatase present in nuclear extracts would have no effect on the probe. 

Probes generated by restriction enzyme cutting fkom the 5' AS promoter region are 

indicated in Figure 5.2. One of these probes, P97, has several potential transcriptional 

factor binding sites including GC/GT 2 (the minor Inr), the AARE'"', and the 

downstream major Inr of the CHO AS gene. To detemine whether Spl and APl can 

actually bind to this region, band shift assays were carried out using purified APl (c-jun) 

and Spl. A shorter probe without the GT box (P65) was used as well. The band shift 

using cmde nuclear extract from wild type CHO cells was used to compare the binding 

pattems with the purified factors. As indicated in Figure 5.2, we obsewed one strong 

complex of Spl binding to P97 and three faint complexes binding to the shorter probe 

P65. API failed to bind to either probe. The nuclear protein binding patterns for P97 and 

P65 were different fiom the purified Spl binding patterns. Two nuclear protein 

complexes were detected using P97, but only one complex was present using P65. The 

migration of the complex formed with P65 was similar to the migration of the smaller 

complex detected by P97. 



Another probe, P145, which contained the AARE'~', the major Inr and al1 of 

exon 1, detected three complexes using cnide nuclear extracts. The specific cold probe, 

but not non-specific h DNA, was able to compete for binding of these complexes. At 

high concentration, non-specific DNA c m  also dirninish specific binding. 1 also f o n d  

that this probe detected a complex fiom cytoplasm as shown in Figure 5.2 (last lane). No 

similar complex was present in the reactions with nuclear extract. 

Two other probes, P66 and P185, detected one and two complexes respectively, 

as indicated in Figure 5.2. (C). Since we did not perfonn cornpetition assays, these 

complexes need to be further analyzed. 

Band shift using PCR generated probes 

In order to obtain short probes, we used PCR generated fragments. Probes created 

in this way are indicated in Figure 5.3. There are five probes and the ends of these probes 

are overlapping. Band shift assays were canied out using crude nuclear extracts. For 

some fragments, both high salt buffer and low salt buffer were used. We observed that 

more complexes could be detected in low salt buffer, but the hi& salt buffer usually gave 

nse to sharp bands. To detennine whether mutations within the 5' promoter region of the 

AS gene affect transcription through diminished nuclear factor binding, we carried out 

band shift assays using both wild type and mutant probes. Three mutant probes were 

produced from the corresponding mutant AS promoter constnicts and their band shift 

assay results are s h o w  in Figure 5.3. 

Pl (CAT 5' primer and AS rev) detected one complex (Figure 5.3. A), which 

could be specifically diminished by cold probe. The mutation at GC/GT 1 did not 
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Figure 5.2: The band shift assays using restriction enzyme generated probes. 
A. The AS promoter region and the probes derived from this region are indicated. 
B. Band shifl assays using punfied Spl and API. The amount of API and Spl used for 
binding reactions are given in footprinting units. The reactions with NE were used for 
cornparison. a. Assay using the P97 probe. Lane 1 was free probe. Lane 2 was NE 
binding. Lanes 3, 4, and 5 were binding reactions with different amounts of AH. 2pg 
poly(d1-dC)(dI-dC) was used for NE and API binding reactions. 6 units of Spl were used 
for lanes 6, 7, and 8 with 0, 1.4, and 2pg poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT) as carrier respectively. b. 
Assay using the P65 and P97 probes. Lane 1 was free P65. Lanes 3, 5, and 8 were P65 
binding reactions with Spl, AP1, and NE respectively. Lane 2 was free P97. Lanes 4, 6, 
and 7 were Spl, API and NE bindings. 2pg poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT) was used as carrier for 
al1 reactions except the free probes. c. Cornparison of the binding patterns of P65, P42 
and P25. Lanes 1, 2, and 3 were free probes of P65, P42, and P25 respectively. Lane 4 
was P65 binding reaction with Spl and lane 7 with NE. Lanes 5 and 8 were P42 binding 
reactions with Spl and NE respectively. Lanes 6 and 9 were Spl binding and NE binding 
for P25.2pg poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT) was used as carrier DNA for al1 reactions. 
C. Assays using other probes with nuclear extracts. Poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT) at concentration 
of 2pg was used for al1 reactions except the fiee probes and lanes 5 and 6 in assay a. a. 
Assay using the Pl45 probe. Lane 1 was free probe and lane 4 was NE binding. Lanes 2 
and 3 were NE binding reactions with 250- and 200-fold cold probe respectively. Lanes 5 
and 6 used lOOng and 500ng lamda DNA as non-specific carrier. Lane 7 was a CE 
binding reaction. b. Assay using the P66 probe. Lane 1 was Free probe and lane 2 was NE 
binding. c. Assay using the Pl85 probe. Lane 1 was free probe and lane 2 was NE 
binding. NE, nuclear extracts. CE, cytoplasmic extract. The black arrows indicate the NE 
bindings and the red arrow indicates a CE binding. The blue arrows indicate the Spl 
bindings. 



diminish the binding; the mutant probe was able to compete for the binding to wild type 

probe. Due to the lack of nuclear protein titration for this experiment, we did not know 

whether there was a subtle change of the binding af'fïnity to the mutant probe. 

P2 (AS l'lmer, Mut 2) also detected one specific binding complex (Figure 5.3. B). 

The binding could be easily competed out by poly(dI-dC)(dI-dC), but not by poly(dA- 

dT)(dA-dT) and salmon sperm DNA. The mutation at GC/GT 2 (minor inr) did not affect 

the binding, The complexes formed by wild type and mutant probes had the same 

mobility and the mutant probe competed for the binding to the wild-type probe and visa- 

versa, 

One specific complex was fonned in high stringency buffer using P3 (AS 25mer, 

AS 19mer) and two complexes were formed in low stringency buffer using the sarne 

probe (Figure 5.3. D). The three base pair deletion at the major uir did not affect the 

binding of the complex formed in the high stringency buffer. 

P4 (Mut 1, AS 4 h e r  b), containing the major Inr and the exon 1 region, also 

detected two complexes using a low stringency buffer and only detected one with a hi& 

stringency buffer (Figure 5.3. E). These complexes seem to be specific, as shown by 

cornpetition studies done with cold probe. 

P5 (AS 3, AS biotin 3), a probe containing the 3' half of exon 1, detected one 

broad complex in a low stringency gel, but no complex was detected using a high 

stringency buffer (Figure 5.3. F). 
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Figure 5 .  3: Band shifl assays using PCR generated probes. 
A. The probes are schematically shown under the AS promoter drawing. They are named in an 
order from 5' to 3'. The mutant probes are indicated as well. P 1 m was generated using GC/GT M 1 
and P2m using GC/GT M2; P3m was denved fiom CAT BM. Black ovals indicate the mutant 
GC/GT boxes and X at the major transcription start site is a three bp deletion. Mutant primers 
(Mut1 and Mut2) were used to produce P2, P2m and P4. Black boxes indicate the mutant 
AARECHO 

B. Band shifl assays for PI and Plm. a. Lane 1 was fiee probe. Lanes 2 and 3 were NE bindings 
using two different aliquots without camer DNA. Lanes 4 and 5 were I ' E  bindings with 0.05 and 
OSpg poly(dAdT)(dA-dT) respectively. Lanes 6, 7 and 8 used 0.2pg poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT) for 
NE bindings. Lane 6 was NE binding only and lanes 7 and 8 were cold competitions. b. Lanes 1 
and 7 were fiee Pl and Plm respectively. Lanes 2 and lane 8 were NE binding reactions for Pl 
and P 1 m. Lanes 3 and 4 were cold competitions with 50- and 100-fold cold P 1. Lanes 5 and 6 
used 50- and 100-fold Pl m as competitor. 
C. Band shifl assays for P2 and P2m. a. Band shift assay for P2. Lane 1 was fiee probe. Lane 2 
was NE binding with ssDNA as carrier. Lanes 3 and 4 were cold competitions. Lanes 5, 6, and 7 
were reactions with 0.4pg poly(d1-dC)(dIdC), O.4pg poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT), and 1.6pg ssDNA 
respectively. b. Lane 1 was free P2 and lane 7 was free P2m. Lane 2 and lane 8 were binding 
reactions for P2 and P2m. Lanes 3 and 4 were P2 competitions; lanes 5 and 6 were P2m 
competitions. 
D. Band shifi assays for P3 and P3m. a. P3 binding and cold probe competitions. Lane 1 was Cree 
probe. Lane 2 was P3 binding reaction and 25- and 50-hld cold P3 was added to lane 3 and lane 
4. Lanes 2 to 4 used 0.16pg sssDNA as camer respectively. Lanes 5, 6, and 7 used 0.4 poly(d1- 
dC)(dI-dC), 0.4pg poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT) and 1.6pg ssDNA as non-çpecific carrier. b. P3 binding 
at low salt buffer. Lane 1 was fiee probe. Lanes 2 and 3 were reactions with 13pg and 26pg NE. 
Lane 4 was cornpetition with 60-fold cold P3. c. Binding reactions for P3. Lane 1 was fiee probe 
and lane 2 was NE binding. Lanes 3 and 4 were cold competitions with P3 and P3m. Lanes 5 to 7 
were similar to Ianes 2 to 4 except the addition of lpg polylysine in each reaction. The above 
reactions were carried out with 0.2pg poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT). Lanes 8, 9, and IO were binding 
reactions with 0.2pg pol y(d1-dC)(dI-dC), 1 pg pol y (dAdT)(dA-dT), and 1 pg pol y(dI-dC)(dI-ciC). 
d. Assay for P3m. Lane 1 was fiee P3m. Lane 2 was NE binding. Lanes 3 and 4 were cold 
competitions. Lanes 5 to 7 were sirnilar to lanes 2 to 4 except the addition of lpg polylysine. 
Poly(dA-dT)(dAdT) was used as carrier for these reactions. Lanes 8 and 10 were NE binding 
reactions with 0.2 and 1 pg poly(d1-dC)(dI-dC) respectively. 1 pg Poly(dA-dT)(dA-dT) was used 
as camer in lane 9. 
E. Band shift assays for P4 using high and low salt buffers. a. P4  binding reactions in high salt 
buffer. Lane 1 was Eee probe. Lanes 2 , 3  and 4 were NE bindings using 0.16pg ssDNA as carrier 
and cold P4 was added at 25- and 50-fold excess to lanes 3 and 4. 0.4pg poly(dI-dC)(dI-dC), 
0 . 4 ~  poly(dAdT)(dA-dT), and 1.6pg ssDNA were added to lanes 5, 6 and 7. b. Binding 
reactions for P4 at low salt buffer. Lane 1 was fiee probe. Lanes 2 and 3 were reactions with 13 
and 26pg NE. Lanes 4 and 5 were cold competitions with 10 and 50-fold excess of cold P4. 
F. P5 binding in high and low salt conditions. a. Lane 1 was f?ee PS. Lanes 2,5,6, and 8 were NE 
bindings with 0.16pg ssDNA, 0.4pg poly(dI-dC)(dI-dC), 0.4pg poly(dA-dT)(dAdT), and 1 -6pg 
ssDNA respectively. Lanes 3 and 4 were reactions with 25- and 50-fold excess cold PS. b. P5 
binding in low salt buffer. Lane 1 was fiee probe. Lanes 2 and 3 used 13pg and 26pg NE for 
binding. Lanes 4 and 5 were cold cornpetitions with 10- and 50-fold excess of cold P5. NE, 
nuclear extracts. The arrows indicate the detected complexes. 



5.3.2 Phosphorylation of nuclear factor may contribute to AS regulation 

Post-translational modification by phosphorylation is an important mechanism for 

the regulation of biologicd activities of nuclear protein (9). To test whether this 

modification could affect nuclear protein binding to the 5' region of the AS gene, 

dephosphorylation of nuclear extracts was canied out in vitro with calf intestinal 

phosphatase. Band shift assays were performed with nuclear extracts treated with cip 

followed by adding phosphatase inhibitors. Nuclear extracts treated with phosphatase 

inhibitors before addition of cip were used as a mock control. As s h o w  in Figure 5.4, 

dephosphorylation increased the cornplex 1 binding to P 1 and slightly increased the 

binding activity for P2 (complex 2). 

5.3.3 DNase 1 footprinting 

In vitro DNase 1 footprinting has been a reliable method to detect DNA-protein 

interactions (240, 241). Although it does not necessarily reflect the in vivo situation, it 

may give a good indication about the potential region involved in transcription regulation. 

The use of punfied transcription factors can give a clear pattern of the regions that are 

protected. If there is a composite element, different factors may give different protection 

patterns; combinations of these factors may lead to more extensive protection. Because 

we do not known what transcription factors are involved in the regulation of AS 

transcription, crude nuclear extracts fiom wild type CHO cells were used. The region we 

focused on was the AS minimal promoter regîon. As shown in Figure 5.5, the sense probe 

detected the protected the region around the major initiator region. The antisense probes 

were able to detect extensive protection of the minimum promoter region in addition to 



Figure 5. 4: Increase of DNA binding activity for two complexes by nuclear protein 

dephosphorylation. A. Band shift assay of Pl. B. Band shift assay of P2. The non-specific 

carrier was poly(dI-dC)(dI-a). CIP, calf intestine phosphatase. Lane 1 was the free 

probe; lane 2 and lane 4 were reactions with 1Opg and 2 0 ~  cip treated nuclear extracts; 

lane 3 and lane 5 were the corresponding mock controls, which used nuclear extracts with 

cip inhibitors first and with cip added later. The high salt buffer system was used for al1 

reactions. 
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Figure 5 .5 :  The solid phase DNase 1 footp~t ing of the CHO AS promoter region. A. The sense probe 
is indicated as a black line. The three antisense probes are indicated as red lines. They are named 
according to their positions in the AS promoter fiom 5' to 3'. B. The footprinting data using sense 
and antisense probes. The protected regions are indicated on the right side of the gels. C. The protected 
regions are schematicaily represented as bars below the AS promoter region. The green bar indicates the 
protected region by sense 1 probe. The red bars are the regions protected by antîsense probes. 



the core promoter region. The protected region contains the upstrearn GCIGT 1, two Inrs, 

the downstrearn region in exon 1 and part of the intron 1 surrounding GC/GT 4. 

5.4 Discussion 

Purified Spl binds to the GT box-containing probe, P97 

Punfied Sp l  can bind to probe P97, which contains a consensus GT box (the 

minor Inr). However, the Spl binding was not detected using nuclear proteins from wild 

type CHO cells. Two nuclear protein complexes, which migrated more rapidly, were 

detected, indicating that nuclear factors other than Spl b o n d  to this fragment in vivo. 

Although Spi is ubiquitously expressed in mamrnalian cells, the lack of Spl binding 

from nuclear extracts may refiect the presence of other members of the Sp farnily, other 

transcription factors with higher affinity or higher concentration for this site, or the 

inactivation of Sp 1 by either phosphorylation or its inhibitor binding (1 75, 177,242-244). 

For the short probe, P65, that lacks the consensus GT box, three faint complexes were 

detected using purified Spl. These were considered as low affinity bindings due to the 

GC rich nature of this probe. Purified AP1 did not bind to either of them. 

Putative nuclear factors bind to the AS promoter region 

Compared to the nuclear extract binding pattern of the P97 probe, P65 detected 

only one major complex (Figure 5.3, B). The upper band detected by P97 was no longer 

present in binding reactions with P65. It seems that P97 has two nuclear protein binding 

sites and the 3' binding site is shared by P65. Therefore, the slower migrating complex is 

likely to be the binding factor for the 5' portion of the P97, which contains a GT box. 

This GT box is also a minor Inr of the CHO AS gene, and the sequence at this site is 



essential for optimal AS transcription according to deletion and mutational analyses. The 

factor binding to this site may regulate AS transcription by either functioning as an 

initiator binding protein to initiate transcription at the minor site or acting as a positive 

transcription factor for downstream initiation at the major Inr. Since the upstream 

initiation is low and mutations at the minor Inr decrease AS promoter activity 

dramatically, it appears that the major function of the GT box is to up-regulate 

transcription initiated at the downstrearn major initiation site. 

Since P97 contains the AARE~~', the faster migrating complex detected by P97 

could be a putative binding factor for the AARE~~'. Deletion of the GT box did not 

eliminate this complex as shown in P65. Furthermore, as descnbed in Chapter Three, P42 

and P32 detected this binding activity as well. Both of these probes contain the 

AAR.E~~*, but lack the major Inr. These data exclude the possibility that this is an Inr 

binding factor. Future cloning and characterization of this binding activity will help us to 

understand its function in the regulation of AS transcription, especially in response to 

arnino acid starvation signals. When Pl45 was used, three specific complexes were 

detected. This fragment contains several potential nuclear protein binding sites, including 

the minor Inr, the major Inr and the AARE~~'.  The binding activities presented in the 

assay may refîect transcription factors binding to these elements. The presence of 

multiple protein binding sites in one probe may make it difficult to detect individual 

complexes. The saturation of dl binding sites would give rise to a slowly migrating 

complex, while unsaturated binding may give rise to complexes with single site binding. 

Whether these three bands reflect three different complexes binding to three different 

bhding sites requires m e r  investigation. To examine this question, we could use short 



probes, dilute nuclear proteins or use specific oligonucleotides for one binding site as 

cornpetitor. It has been suggested that the region around the transcnption start site 

constitutes the core promoter of Inr-containing genes (245, 246). The sequence 

downstrearn of the initiation site is also important for transcription initiation From the Inr. 

Pl45 contains a 28 bp region preceding the major initiation site in addition to exon 1. It is 

possible that these complexes involve transcription factors binding to the downstrearn 

region. We also observed the binding of a cytoplasmic complex to this probe. Two 

possible explanations for this result are that this complex may be a transcription factor, 

which at times resides in the cytoplasm, or a cytoplasmic factor, which coincidentally 

binds to this probe. 

Although nuclear protein binding activities were detected by P66 and P185, 

further studies are required to determine whether binding in each case was specific, e. g., 

cornpetition experiments can be camed out using specific cold probes as cornpetitors. 

Phosphorylation modulates DNA binding activity of two nuclear complexes 

It was found that the dephosphorylation of nuclear extracts increased the binding 

activity of one complex to Pl and P2 respectively. This result suggests that these 

complexes may be involved in a signal transduction pathway(s). Since Pl contains a 

consensus GC box that is a Spl binding site and since phosphorylation of Spl decreases 

its DNA binding activity (191,247-250), this complex seems to be consistent with Sp 

farnily binding. Frorn mutational analysis, mutation at GC/GT 1 decreases AS promoter 

activity, although not to a great degree. However, a mutant probe did not disnipt the 

binding, contrary to what we would have predicted. There are two possible explanations 

for this finding: first, the GC rich nature of the probe may contain weak Spl binding site 



when the consensus GC box is mutated; second, a totally different nuclear factor may 

bind to P l .  Because the assay is not quantitative, it is also possible that the stability and 

afEnity of this complex is reduced for the mutant probe. The second complex modulated 

by phosphorylation is C2, which binds to P2. Phosphorylation affects the binding affinity 

of this complex to P2, however the effect is not as obvious as the P l  binding complex. 

Since P2 contains the GCIGT 2 (the minor Inr) site and mutations at GC/GT 2 reduce 

promoter activity, we expected that mutant P2 would decrease nuclear protein binding. 

The data show that the GT box mutation did not decrease nuclear protein binding. Further 

studies, including the isolation and cloning of this binding activity, are necessary to 

clarify this issue. b 

Other complexes detected by probes derived downstream of the rninor Inr 

P3 detected one complex in high salt buffer and hvo complexes in low salt buffer. 

Two putative nuclear protein binding sites, the A A R E ~ ~ O  and the major Inr, are present 

in P3. It is not clear whether these complexes include the AARE'~O -binding factor, or 

the major Inr binding factor. Since a three-bp deletion at the major Inr as in P3m did not 

eliminate the complex formation in high salt buffer (Figure 5.3, D), this complex is not 

believed to be an Inr binding factor. Additional evidence was provided by P3m binding, 

which detected the same nuclear complex as P3. P4 also detected a specific binding 

complex in hi& salt buffer and two in low salt bufYer. Since the A A R E ~ ~ O  is mutated in 

P4 uid no known cis-elements are located within this region, these complexes are likely 

to involve novel DNA-binding proteins. P5, containing a part of exon 1 and intron 1, was 

unable to detect any complex in high salt condition, but detected one complex in low salt 

buffer. Although P5 contains GC/GT4, whether this complex reflects this element 



binding is unknown. As high and low salt buffers were used for the experiments, we 

obsented that more complexes could be detected in low salt conditions compared to high 

salt conditions indicating that these complexes are more stable in low salt conditions. 

The region surrounding the major Inr is extensively protected from DNase 1 

digestion 

The DNase 1 footprinting experiments show that the region near the transcription 

starts sites is extensively protected. It has been suggested that a variety of different 

transcription factors bind the initiator for the transcription initiation of TATA-less 

promoters (144-152). The protected region covering the CHO AS gene initiator(s) may 

reflect the CO-operative binding of Inr binding factor and its accessory factors. The 

downstrearn protected region is in intron 1 and is conserved between CHO and the human 

AS gene (homologous region 3 as descnbed in Chapter One). A positive GC element was 

identified within this region by deletion and mutational analyses. Therefore, this region 

might contain a positive transcription element, which binds a positive transcription factor. 

We do not yet know the nature of these complexes. However, these protected regions are 

likely to be the binding sites for these transcription factors and interactions between hem 

may regulate AS transcription in vivo. 

Our results suggest that multiple nuclear complexes bind to the AS promoter 

region and might represent transcription factors involved in controlling AS transcription. 

Phosphorylation of transcription factors could be a mechanism to regulate transcription 

by af5ecting the DNA binding affinity of two complexes. Since the probes derived from 

the AS promoter region were overlapping and may share a common element, the same 

nuclear protein may bind to each of the probes. The isolation of each factor would give us 



more information about their binding specificity. Furthemore, it will be important to 

study their interactions with their cis-elements and with each other. The factors, which 

act as a platform for assembly of the preinitiation complex on the Inr, will be of particular 

interest. The identification of these factors, which bind to both the minor and major ùir 

regions, would lead to the better understanding of the Inr initiation. Our preliminary work 

on the AS promoter provides candidate nuclear factors required for Inr initiation. The 

isolation of the two phosphorylated complexes may result in the identification of the 

signal transduction pathways linked to them and the understanding of their roles in the 

regulation of AS transcription. 



Chapter Six 

FUTURE DIRECTIONS 



In my studies, I have characterized the CHO AS gene promoter region and 

identiiied a novel arnino acid response ekrnent, the AARE'~', in the 5' upstrearn 

sequences of the AS promoter. As we stut to understand the molecular mechanism of AS 

regulation, more questions remain to be answered concerning the arnino acid starvation 

induced adaptive response pathway itself. The potential future directions of this project 

are described bel0 W. 

6.1 Extension of the Study on the AS Minimal Promoter 

The AS minimal promoter has k e n  characterized and several functional cis- 

elements have been identified, such as GCfGT 1, GC/GT 2, GC/GT4, the major In and a 

novel (+30) 5'-ATGATG-3' (+35)-containing element. In t e m  of DNA-protein 

interactions, specific protein-DNA complexes were detected by band shift assays. 

Interestingly, the DNA binding activity of two complexes can be regulated by 

phosphorylation. I n  vitro DNase I footp~ting assays informed us that the AS promoter 

region near the transcription start sites was extensively protected. The region in intron 1 

including GCJGT 4 was protected as well. The nature of these complexes and the DNA 

binding specificity of them remain to be answered by further studies. 

6. 1. 1 The cis-elements study 

From the AS promoter study, the minimal AS promoter was only 108 bp (-47 to 

+61), which was the region surroundïng the two transcription initiation sites. The 5' 

boundary was defined by CAT B and the 3' boundary was defined by CAT N. Although 

the GUGT4 was not located w i t b  the minimal promoter region, it acted as a positive 



cis-elernent for AS transcription. Since the AS promoter is GC rich, and ciiffixent 

transcription factors can bind to GC elernents with slightly different sequence preference 

and affinity, it is possible that other GC elernents in addition to consensus Sp family 

binding sites contribute to AS transcription regulation. Because the minimal promoter is 

restricted to a small region, it is practical to use M e r  scanning mutagenesis. This method 

saturates the region with mutations and does not change the position of the elernent in the 

promoter. It reflects the function of the elernent more accurately. 

Although we introduced mutations into four consensus GC/GT boxes individually, 

mutations introduced into two of hem simultaneously rnay be useful to assess the 

synergistic interaction between them The GC box has been reported to function 

synergisticaliy when multiple GC boxes are present (253). Direct Spl-Spl interaction has 

been observed to be responsible for the synergy (254). Spl can also synergistically interact 

with other transcription factors (255,256). Non-transcription factors, such as RB, which 

enhance Spl activity, are able to interact with Spl and modulate its activity (257,258). 

When repeated GC/GT boxes are present in SV40, a different factor, LSF, rather than a 

Sp family member binds to them (259,260). 

In ternis of the AS Inr elemnts, the detaikd sequence requirement for these two 

Inrs was not systematically studied. We observed that a mutation at the rninor upstrearn 

Inr reduced CAT activity, which cannot be explained by the loss of transcription initiation 

from this site. We suspect that the upstream Im may function mainly as an activating 

element for do wnstream transcription initiation. Two approaches can be used to address 

this question. First, we can replace the upstrearn Inr with a GC-box. This wül h p t  the 

pyrimidine rich sequence of the Inr elernent but is still a positive cis-elenient for Sp M y  



binding. The promoter activity of that construct would reflect the transcription strength of 

the major Inr only. However. there is still a possibüity that upstream initiation would be 

retained in the new construct due to the two closely located GC-boxes, since there is an 

upstream OC box near the minor Inr. It has been reported that multiple GC-boxes initiate 

transcription without an Inr or TATA-box in an artificially constructed promoter 

(261,262). RT-PCR can be used to test whether the upstrearn initiation occurs. Second, 

the rninor Inr can be replaced by another positive cis-elernent instead of a GC-box. The 

second approach would clarlfy the confusion in interpreting the data. The cis-elements 

introduced can be either a lmown element that cooperates with the GC-box or an element 

that would not act synergistically with the GC-box but function in the Inr containing 

promoter. It is known that the sequence of the Inr itself is critical for transcription 

initiation in a TATA-less promoter. The deletion analysis of the CHO AS major Inr 

supports this c l a h  Since the Inr elernents are not well conserved, the extent and the base 

pair requirement of individual Inr could be different. Point mutations introduced into two 

Inrs of the AS gene may give us funher understanding of the Inr element in generaL 

6.1.2 Studies of pmteio-DNA interactions involved in AS expression 

The primary band shift data we collected indicated that multiple transcription 

factors bind to the AS promoter region and these factors may regulate AS expression by 

affecthg transcription positively or negatively. It is important to know the nature of these 

binding factors. Since sorne of the probes contain Sp-family binding sites, the detected 

nuclear protein binding activities could have Sp family proteins. On the other hand, these 

sites might not be the natural sites for Sp 1. We ody used purified Sp 1 and c-jun in band 



SM assays with two probes, more regions of the AS promoter were not covered. It is 

plausible to use purified GC box binding proteins in band shift assays and antibodies 

against them in supershift assays to verify the protein composition of these complexes 

(263). For the unknown factors, a South-Western biot and cross-linking of the shifted 

band foilowing Western gel analysis can be used to determine their molecula. weight (264- 

266). The next step would be to p u e  these proteins and generate antibodies against 

them Screening an expression Library using antibodies would yield positive clones. Once 

the genes have been cloned, the expression pattern of these genes, protein-protein 

interactions ktween them, and their interactions with the basal transcription machinery 

can be further studied. Shce multiple factors have ken  reported to bind Im depending on 

the promoter context, it is important to identiS, the Inr binding factor for the AS 

promoter. That WU lead to further understanding of TATA-less promoter transcription. 

Another rnechanism of regulation of gene expression is through modification of 

transcription factors. For nuclear proteins, both phosphorylation and glj~osylation are 

observed (267.268). Phosphorylation has been ünked to signal transduction pathways, 

through which the activity of transcription factors is modulated (269). As described in 

Chapter Five, the cornplex 1 phosphorylation reduced its DNA binding activity; the probe 

used was a GC containing sequence. It is possible that this is Sp binding. Supershift assays 

using antibodies against Sp farnily members would address this question. It wodd also be 

interesting to discover which signal transduction pathway is linked to cornplex 1. 

Furthermore, the modification of other transcription factors involved in the AS regulation 

cm be determined after their cloning and the role of ph~sphorylation of these factors 



would be assessed. Finally, how signal transduction pathways regulate this modification 

would be investigated. 

6 .2  The Extension of AS Regulation by Amino Acid Starvation 

Our group and other research groups have suggested that a generai control 

rnechanism sirniiar to that found in Fast may exist in marnmalian ce&. The detailed 

review of the general control mechanism goveming the amino acid biosynthetic genes in 

response to amino acid starvation was described in Chapter One. The supporting data for 

the existence of rnammalian general control corne from the AS gene study as weli as other 

studies. The evidence is listed below: (1) the AS gene is regulated not oniy by asparagine 

depletion but also by starvation for the other amino acids; (2) uncharged tRNAs mediate 

the starvation signal; (3) the regulation of AS occurs at the transcriptional kvel; (4) the 

-CHO is highly conserved between human and hamster; (5) eIF-2a is phosphorylated 

in amino acid starvation conditions at serine 5 1 in marnmalian ceils; (6) GCN1, which 

interacts with GCN2 and is involved in the starvation signal transduction pathway in yeast, 

is conserved in rnamrnaiian cells; (7) kinases that use eIF-2a as a substrate have been 

identified in rnammalian celis despite the fact that their function in the amino acid 

starvation signal transduction pathway is unkno wn (270). 

It has also been reaiized that although the principal mchanism (transcriptional 

rnechanism) used by the pathway may be consewed between yeast and rnammais, it is 

more cornplicated in rnammais. GCN4 is the positive transcription factor that activates 

transcription of amino acid biosynthetic genes in response to amino acid starvation in 

yeast. The GCN4 homologue in manmialian ceils is API, and the AP1-site is the 



consensus GCNCbinding site (271, 272). But rnarnmalian API has different functions. 

API is an acute response gene, and is involved in ceil growth, differentiation, and 

apoptosis. Genes containing the APl site do not necessarily show any response to arnino 

acid starvation. Two potentid AP1 binding sites within the AS promoter did not rnediate 

AS induction upon amino acid starvation. Our experiments indicate that the A A R E ~ ~ O  is a 

different sequence. It is, therefore, not practical to use yeast GCN4 to clone the 

rnarnmalian AARE'~' factor. GCN4 is up regulated at the translational level by eIF-2a 

phosphorylation, which is fullilled by GCN2 kinase. It is possible that the factor bound to 

the ,4ARECH0 is regulated at the translational level. Two protein kinases that 

phosphorylate eIF-2a in mammalian cells have ken characterized: a hem sensitive eIF-2 

a kinase referred to as HCR or HRI (224); and a double-stranded RNA-dependent kinase 

PKR, also known as Pl kinase, p68 kinase, DAI, and dsI (57). These mannialian kinases 

can functionally complement the yeast GCN2, but whether they are the targets for 

uncharged tRNAs in rnamrnaüan cells is unknown. The mechanism of GCN2 activation by 

uncharged tRNAs is through the binding of uncharged tRNA to the C-terminal histidyl- 

tRNA synthetase like dornain (HisRS dornain). The lack of HisRS dornain in any of the 

identified m a m a n  elF-2a kinases makes them less likely to be the direct targets for 

uncharged tRNAs. However, we cannot exclude the possibiüty that PKR can be activated 

by uncharged tRNAs, since it can be activated by double-stranded RNA in a sequence 

independent muurer. The consequence of activation of these two kinases is the general 

inhibition of global translation through phosphorylation of eIF-2a Because eIF-2a 

phosphorylation can bypass the upstrearn signals to result in GCN4 translation and GCN4 

in tum activates amino acid biosynthetic genes at the transcriptional level; it is of interest 



to check the AS expression under these conditions. It would also be interestkg to identify 

genes that can be up-regulated by eIF-2a phosphorylation. 1 speculate that there could be 

other eIF-2a kinases, which can be activated upon amino acid starvation. 

6.2.1 Overexpression of tRNA 

The level of uncharged tRNAs regulates AS transcription. The accumulation of 

uncharged tRNAs rnay affect cell cycle regulation and cause apoptosis as suggested by 

temperature shift experirnents (data not shown). To test whether overexpression of tRNA 

in nomial growth condition wül lead to up-regulation of the AS gene, an inducible 

expression vector would be chosen, such as a tetracycline-inducible promoter (273,274). 

The conditional expression by tetracycline suppression has been used in rnarnrnalian 

systerns. If the overexpression of tRNA elicits the same response as asparagine starvation 

for the AS gene, this wouid support the mode1 we propose. 

6.2.2 The AARE CHO 

In order to confirm that the AARE'~' is shared by other arnino acid biosynthetic 

genes, we searched the DNA database of National Center for Biotechnology Information 

for the presence of this element in the 5' prornoter region of these genes. Purine 

bios ynthe tic genes were included as well. Unfortunateiy, most arnino acid biosynthetic 

genes and purine biosynthetic genes fYom rnanmialian sources only have cDNA sequences 

reported. The only match was the human AS gene and the identical sequence as the 

-CHO was found in it. As the human genome project progresses toward cornpletion, 

we should have more genomic sequences for these genes. The search of the A A R E ~ O  in 



the 5' genoniic region of arnino acid biosynthetic genes might be informative. Another 

alternative approach is a Southern blot analysis using the AARE'~' containhg genomic 

sequence or fused repeated AARE~'  core sequences as probes. The detection of multiple 

bands may indicate the presence of multiple genes containing this element. They are likely 

to be genes in the amino acid biosynthetic and purine biosynthetic pathways. Pseudogenes, 

however, rnay stîU retain this elemnt. If the Southem blot analysis yields multiple 

fragments, one could pursue cloning of the 5' genomic sequence of other amino acid 

biosynthetic genes. Since the cDNAs of sorne amho acid synthetase genes and other genes 

involved in amino acid biosynthesis are available, the genomic sequences can be easily 

obtahed. The presence of the AARE'~' in the 5' promoter region of these genes wiU 

further support the idea that a central control system at the level of transcription exists in 

rnammalian ceus. 

The transcriptional regdation of other arnino acid biosynthetic genes in response 

to arnino acid starvation could be studied at the molecular level by CAT assay, Nonhem 

blot analysis, RT-PCR. and in vivo transcription. If regdation of these genes by amino 

acid starvation is rnediated by the AARE'~', then a general control rnechanism simüar to 

yeast must operate in rnamrnalian ceiis. 

CHO 6.2.3 Isolation of the transcription factor binding to the AARE sequence 

Since we have identified a novel cis-element, the AARE'*', in mdiating AS 

induction, the next challenge is to idenw the corresponding trans-factor binding to it. The 

isolation of this factor would be essential for studies of the arnino acid starvation signal 

transduction pathway in mammalian cells. 



As mntioned in Chapter Thne. a specific DNA-protein complex was detected 

using m d e  nuclear extracts fiom wild type CHO cells and a probe containhg the 

-CHO . SouthWestern blot analysis and Western blot analysis using the cross-linked 

band shift cornplex should be performed. The molecular weight of this factor can be 

determined. in order to clone this factor, it is necessary to pur@ this factor. Biochemical 

fiactionation and afhity colurnn purification could be used for this purpose. The nuclear 

extract fiom CHO ceils grown in asparagine-depleted medium would be a better choice, 

since the transcription factor might be up-regulated upon amino acid starvation. Once the 

factor has been purifed, the N-terminal sequence can be determined by chernical 

sequencing and an antibody against the purified factor can be gemrated. The final cloning 

of this gene can be achieved by screening an expression iibrary (206). The cloning of this 

gene from CHO celis could lead to cloning of the hurnan homologue. 

To under stand the molecular mechanism of DNA-pro tein interaction involved in 

the up-regulation of AS transcription, we can further study the transcription factor - 

AARE'~' interaction and the structure of this factor. A loss of function mutation in this 

factor created by genetic manipulation could be tested. If a mutation in this factor leads to 

the loss of the amho acid starvation response, then the conclusion we made in ou.  snidy is 

correct. Alternatively, we could test whether O verexpression of this factor in non-starved 

cells can lead to the induction of amino acid biosynthetic genes. 

6.2.4 The pmtein(s) interacting with the AAREmo bbding factor 

One critical question is what is the molecular mechanism for the transcriptional up 

regdation by the AARE'" binding factor? To address this question, identifkation of 



proteins interacting with this factor is necessary. Since A A R E ~ ~ O  functions in HSV TK 

prornoter, a TATA containing promoter, it is likeiy that AARE'~' activates a wide range 

of promoters. Transcription activators stimulate transcription by recmiting the basal 

transcription machinery to the promoter region or stabilizing the preinitiation cornplex. To 

achieve the preinitiation complex assembly, AARE~" factor could interact with the basal 

transcription machinery directly or through a mdiator. In yeast, GCN4 recniits GCNS 

complex. which has histone acetylase activity, to the promoter of amino acid biosynthetic 

genes. To understand the action of the AARE'~' binding factor, we would perfom a 

two-hybrid screen assay. The initial two-hybrid system was developed in yeast and has 

become a powerfùl tool for screening expression libraries (275). The protein under study 

would be used as bait and ligated to the DNA binding domain of a transcription factor 

(GALA) and the interacting factors from the expression iibrary would be ligated to the 

activation dornain of the transcription factor (GALA). The protein-protein interaction 

would bring the DNA binding dornain and the activation doniain of the G U  

transcription factor together. As a consequence of that interaction, an active transcription 

cornplex is formed. The reporter gene has a specinc cis-element for that transcription 

factor. The outline of this classical method is described in Figure 6.1. 

On the other band, this method can also be used to study the effect of mutations on 

known protein-protein interactions. Luciferase can be used as a reporter gene, since the 

assay is more sensitive than other reporter genes (p-gal or CAT) (276). Since the 

AARE'~' factor is likely to be a transcription factor itself, the standard yeast two-hybrid 

system must be rnodified. We would express A A R E ~ ~ O  factor and a cDNA library Lmked 

to GALA DNA binding dornain in yeast in nomial growth conditions. The positive 



A. Yeast Two Hybrid System TWO Hybrid Systems 

B. MPnuniilian Two Hybrid System C. Bacterial Two HybrM System 

Figure 6. 1 : The two hybrid systems for studying protein-protein interactions in different organisms. (-4). In yeast, The classical two hybrid 
system uses the known protein as bait (Pl) linked to GALA DNA binding domain (BD). The unknown protein (P2) is linked to GAZA 
activation domain (AD). Interaction between two proteins will bring the activation domain to the promoter and results in transcription of 
the reporter gene. The modified method in (2) shows that the transcription factor is expressed witho~! AD. The element in the reporter gene 
is not the consensus for that transcription factor and the Pl here is the unknown protein. (B). The mammalian two hybrid system uses two 
beta gal subunits that complement each other. The protein-protein interaction bnngs them together leading to formation of an active enzyme. 
In the absence of protein-protein interaction, the association between them is weak and the activity is very low. (C). The bacteria two hybrid 
system uses a signal transduction pathway. The two fragments of adenylate cyclase are linked to a bait and an unknown protein, the interaction 
between these proteins results in activation of this enzyme. This leads to CAMP production and activate CAP transcription factor, which binds 
iis cis-element in the promoter region of a reporter gene. CAMP, cyclic adenine monophasphate. CAP, catabolite activating protein. % 



colonies would represent the interaction of unknown protein with the AARE'~' factor. 

Another approach is to use part of the AARE'~' factor without the tram-activation 

dornain in standard two-hybrid system 

Although the yeast has threonine and serine h a s e  activity, the post-translational 

modification is not cornplete. The two-hybrid screen can be adapted to marnmalian cells. 

Recently, enzyme based two hybrid systerns were developed in m a m a n  system and 

bacterial system (Figure 6.1) (277, 278). Combination of these systems will lead to the 

identification of the proteins interacting with the AARE'~O factor. 

CHO 6.2.5 The regulation of AARE factor by amino acid stawation 

To dissect the molecular events involved in the cellular response to amho acid 

starvation, it is essential to understand the regulation of the AARE'~' binding factor first. 

Several mechanisms have ken  reported to regulate the activity of transcription factors, 

Uicluding the level of transcription factors, the localization, the modifîcation and the 

inhibitor binding. Our first concem is the level of this transcription factor in amino acid 

depletion conditions. The level of the transcription factor could be controlled by a 

transcriptional or post transcriptional mechanism. It is reasonable to investigate the 

transcriptional and translational regulation first. Despite the dinerence of the DNA 

sequence mediating amino acid biosynthetic gene induction in marnmalian ceUs and in 

yeast, the transcriptional regulation occurs in both systerns. In yeast, GCN4 is regulated at 

the translational level through four small uORFs. It is of interest to test whether the 

A A R E ~ ~ O  binding factor is regulated through the s a m  mechanism. Since GCN2 nuil 

mutants in yeast stül  maintain the amino acid starvation response but at much lower levels, 



it is possible that components other than GCN2 are able to mcdiate this response. The 

similar situation could be true for rnarnmalian tek. 

In sunrmary, the studies proposed above could extend our understanding of the 

molecular mechanisms involved in the up-regulation of amino acid biosynthetic genes 

during aniino acid starvation. These studies would also provide candidate genes for 

investigation of other cellular responses during this crisis, such as arnino acid transport and 

ce11 cycle arrest (caused by essential amho acid depletion). Recently, the developmnt of 

microarray (DN A c hip technique) rnakes detec tion of global gene expression in bac teria 

and yeast possible. It has ken used to identify yeast mtabolic pathways. If the s a m  

technique couM be used for rnarnmalian system, genes regulated by amino acid depletion 

could be identified. 
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